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Sara Hicks, B.A. (Hons.), RCM
Editor

From the
EDITOR'S DESK
Did anyone
make
New Year’s
Resolutions?

If so, are you still following through on them? Some set their
minds on change when the clock hits midnight, whereas others see the springtime as the perfect season to start fresh.
Even if your cupboard has chocolate in it again or your running shoes are gathering dust, this doesn’t mean all resolutions have to be put to the wayside. Try to make simple and
attainable goals so they are much less intimidating to reach.
I talk about communication and understanding a lot and to
me, everyone should endeavour to communicate better.
Talking to someone is fine and dandy but no one enjoys
dealing with difficult people. You will get a tough phone call
or read an email, and wonder how this person has come to
their understanding, and if they are indeed from the planet
Earth. It is easy to think these thoughts but I encourage you
to think about where they may be coming from. We all have
days where we wake up on the wrong side of the bed and
that morning coffee cannot be made fast enough. That email
that snarls at you from the screen or that barking voicemail
can make you wish for Friday but luckily, there are a lot of
resources out there to help you through.
The Property Manager’s Luncheon held on February 13th at
Bingeman’s in Kitchener focussed on the topic of difficult
people. Please see page 33 for photos on the event. They
spoke about owner-occupied units vs. offsite owners/landlords, families’ vs. retirees, students, and internal board
conflicts. They discussed the different types of personalities you encounter in customer service and the
best ways to communicate with them. We were
reminded to be more cognisant of the way we
respond to emails. The best tips I heard were:
> Read an email that makes your blood
pressure rise? Do NOT respond immediately!
You may be tempted to throw in some capitals and a plethora of exclamation
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The Communication’s Committee
has expanded and
we could not be more
pleased. We would like to
welcome our four newest members: Gray Joint, Megan McDonald, Jessica Spataro and Jennifer
Watson. Kate Maine has left the
committee due to a career change
so we thank her for her contributions and wish her the best in her
endeavours!
Please keep in mind that we are
always accepting articles, tip sheets,
or other useful information for this
magazine. Send it our way at admin@cci-ghc.ca!
CCI Golden Horseshoe Chapter has
a new, updated website. Go to www.
cci-ghc.ca and explore the user
friendly features. CCI National can
be accessed at www.cci.ca
The registration form and program
for the Trade Show and Conference
is available on page 27. Be sure to attend on May 30th! Also, mark your
calendars for the upcoming Level
200 and 300 courses in the fall of
2015! (pages 45 & 47). When registering, be sure to take advantage
of the early bird registration fee as
well as the rate for being a member!
Carole Booth

Communications' Committee Chair

marks in that snarky response but don’t do it. Stay
professional and remember your email could be forwarded
a hundred times.
> Going back and forth on an issue with no end in sight? Pick
up the phone; many things can be resolved with a simple
conversation.
> If it’s a particular touchy email, try reading it out loud. Or,
write a draft version and remove the recipient’s email just
in case you hit “send” early. Sometimes it’s amazing to read
an email that you wrote “in the heat of the moment” and did
not send, just to see how your tone can instigate and make
an argument much worse.
> If an email response will take you some time to compose, do
not leave it sitting in your inbox for a week. Let the sender
know you have received it, and are working on a reply. This
may avoid several other “I am awaiting you response!” emails.

> Typos happen to the best of us but when in doubt, spellcheck is your friend. If you have time, have someone else
read it since at a certain point, you become blind to spotting
errors even if they are glaringly obvious to someone else.
Of course, dealing with difficult people occurs in nearly every job,
not just in condominiums so these email tips can come in handy
in many situations.

I would like to thank the contributors to this edition for their time
spent in preparing their articles. Please read through and if you
have any feedback, please email us at admin@
cci-ghc.ca. There was an error in the Wilson
Blanchard Management listing in the Professional
Partner Directory 2015. We regret the error and
ghc.ca
icc
@
in
m
ad
ask readers to view the online edition of the
l!
ai
NEW Em
magazine for the correct version. If you notice
! www.cci-ghc.ca
ss
e
dr
Ad
eb
errors or omissions, please contact us.
W
EW
N
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Karen Reynolds
RCM, ACCI, FCCI, President

From the
PRESIDENT

Think
about
your
Board.

Are you a mature corporation whose Board
members have acted for the condominium
year after year, serving the corporation and its
owners well but with little change in representation or philosophies? Or, are you a newer
corporation represented by a new and enthusiastic group of Board members also working
to the benefit of the corporation but who are
learning their role and setting policies and
philosophies? Regardless of your situation,
I’d like to use this medium to share with you
the lesson learned by the Golden Horseshoe
Chapter (GHC) during the past quarter as I
believe you might benefit from our discovery.
To provide a little background, the GHC probably more closely resembles the first example
of a Board than the latter although we have
been slowly modernizing, expanding and
adopting new methods and models
over the years and in spite of the
fact that we’ve had a number of
new faces around the Board
room table. You will also
recall that one year ago our
commitment to formalize
and modernize our governance model began with the
introduction of our new committee structure and mandates.
We are very pleased to report, for
the most part, that each committee has experienced a successful and
productive year as demonstrated by our
achievement of the Lorne Young Chapter
of the Year Award from CCI National.

Now for what we’ve learned that we believe will
take us from “good” to “great”. Last October
the idea of creating a new CCI chapter was put
to the GHC Board of Directors for consideration. The purpose behind the creation of a
new chapter was to provide better service to
all regions covered by the GHC and to focus
primarily on the Guelph, Kitchener/Waterloo
and Brantford area. While there were several
members of the Board who saw the merits
many opposed the idea stating reasons such
as “if it ain’t broke don’t fix it” and “we are a
successful chapter why do we need to split?”
etc. However, in spite of the opposition, the
Board agreed it was important to explore the
feasibility and a new committee was struck
with the mandate to investigate the viability
and report back to the Board.
The new committee found numerous enthusiastic and energetic volunteers who were eager
to offer their time to assist on the exploratory
committee and at the GHC January planning
session this year, the committee presented
their findings. The report as well as the
presentation were thorough and professional
and demonstrated a well thought out business
plan. While there were some good reasons put
forward for creation of a new chapter, it was
eventually agreed that the GHC could provide
better services and greater resources as a
single stronger chapter. It is important to note
however, that this was not a wasted exercise
as this process opened our eyes to many possibilities we had not previously considered.
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Fax: 519-650-6366
Toll Free: 1-877-578-6030
david.outa@cowangroup.ca
Cowan Insurance Group
705 Fountain Street North, PO Box 1510 Cambridge, ON N1R 5T2
www.cowangroup.ca

In business and elsewhere we are
frequently reminded to “think outside the
box” but how do you do that? How do you
develop the ability to look at challenges in
different ways than you normally would or
look at things differently from the way you
typically look at things? Sometimes, like
in our case, it takes an unexpected turn of
events or a particular situation that opens

For several years, the GHC has
enjoyed being a successful Chapter
but the work of this committee has
helped us to realize ways we can
make ourselves even better and provide even greater services and resources to our members. We wish to grab
onto and maintain the momentum created
by our chapter exploratory committee and
are sincerely
hoping all
of those
enthusiastic
volunteers
will continue to participate and help take
us to the next level.

Think outside the box.
your eyes and triggers the “blue-sky”
thinking. That is exactly the result on the
GHC of the formation and findings of our
committee.

Golden Horseshoe Chapter
Canadian Condominium Institute

We welcome our
newest members:
Condominium

Halton C.E.C.C. No. 635
Halton Standard C.C. No. 503
Peel C.C. No. 139
Halton C.E.C.C. No. 637
Halton Standard C.C. No. 638

Professional
Miller Thomson LLP
Central Erin Property Management

BUSINESS PARTNER
A.P.I. Alarm Inc.
Niche for Design Inc.
Huber Window Cleaning
Safe Tree Professional Tree Care
Wasteco
Sandler Training,
Elite Sales Performance Inc.
Solucore Inc.

For example, as we reported to you one
year ago, we adopted a more formal
model for our committee structure. As
part of this exploratory exercise, one of
the recommendations involves appointing committee members rather than
Board members as Chair on each of our
committees. Board members will still help
populate the committees and act as a
liaison between each committee and the
Board but we now see that adopting this
model encourages greater involvement
from our volunteers who eventually wish to
assume a Board position.
Other very positive ideas that came out
of our discussions with the committee
involve changes to our by-laws that will
also result in greater involvement from
our members and several great ideas to
improve our service levels and member
benefits throughout the Golden Horseshoe
area.
Our Board has been re-energized by
this exercise and is excited about working toward the implementation of these

ideas to introduce more
opportunities for member
involvement.
Regardless of which type of Board your
corporation more closely resembles, there
are a number of lessons to be learned from
our experience. The first is simply that
while there is nothing wrong with maintaining status quo, providing it works, there
are unlimited benefits to making an effort
to push your imagination up to and beyond
its limit now and again. Secondly, change
is never easy but we should remain open
minded to new ideas and finally, ideas and/
or recommendations do not always have
to be adopted on an “all or nothing” basis.
Sometimes the middle ground will provide
the best results.
The GHC is so fortunate to have such
a dedicated Board who work together
remarkably well but regretfully we are
losing a very important member. I would
be remiss if I did not take this opportunity,
on behalf of the entire GHC Board, to
thank Michael Clifton for his efforts and
contribution to the Golden Horseshoe
Chapter. Michael has been a dedicated
and hard working member of our team for
several years and has recently resigned
his position on the Board. We will not only
miss his dedication and involvement on
the Board and numerous committees but
also his quick wit and humour. Thank you,
Michael and all the best in your future
endeavours!
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Feature
Condo

Sara Hicks, B.A., RCM
Senior Property Manager, MF Property Management Ltd.
HALTON STANDARD CONDOMINIUM CORPORATION NO. 600

"Arbour Lane"...
it's worth the drive to Acton!
Halton Standard
Condominium
Corporation No.
600, otherwise
known as Arbour
Lane, is located
in the small
town of Acton,
in Halton Hills

10

Acton is best known for its strong
ties to tanneries, the first one being
established in town in 1844. In 1899,
Beardmore & Company built a large
warehouse. It was known as the
“Hide House” because raw hides were
brought in by rail. For the next several
decades, the building housed various
non-leather industries, such as a
factory which made clothing for the
military during World War II.
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In 1969, the Hide House started
dealing with leather again. In 1980,
the building was transformed into
a tourist spot showcasing Acton’s
tannery-based heritage. To date, it
is still one of Ontario’s most popular
tourist destinations and the “place
to go” if you are looking to purchase
a beautiful leather piece of clothing
or furniture. Acton is one of the last
small towns near Toronto and the
residents of Arbour Lane are all happy
to be in a place with a small town feel
that is still close to the GTA.

Feature
Condo
HSCC 600 was registered in May
of 2012 and built by Charleston
Homes. Arbour Lane consists
of 23 Colonial-style bungalow
townhomes. There are four
townhome blocks located on the
private lane of John Goy Senior
Trail and the city road of Doctor
Moore Court. Each unit has a
garage, a porch, and a back deck.
The condominium is tucked away
from any heavy traffic noise and
is adjacent to both a public park
and forest. The units themselves
range in size, from 933 – 1180
square feet. There is plenty
of visitor parking
on-site for

guests and the condominium is
pet-friendly, as owners can be seen
walking their dogs down the quiet
streets.
Once the Board was established, the
condominium set forth developing
its policies and procedures. With
the assistance of Management, a
Performance Audit and a Reserve
Fund Study were commissioned,
both looking at the future needs
of the community. Even though
the initial condominium Rules
were very thorough, there was
no guidance in the condominium
documents on changes to the
exteriors of units. As such,
the inaugural Board quickly

consulted with the owners to
establish sound guidelines on
landscaping, hanging plants, solar
lights, bird feeders, window well
covers, garden accessories, and
barbeque placements. Some
exterior changes and modifications
require prior Board approval and
have the requirement for the work
to be professionally completed.
Although there is an attempt
to ensure conformity in the
community, based on the final
approved Landscaping Policy,
many residents have beautified
and personalized their units with
additional planting, driveway
borders, phantom screen

spring 2015 | CondoNEWS
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Feature
Condo

doors, porch and
deck railings, and
lattice under decks.
The Board made
a strong effort
to involve the
community in
the development
of policies prior to
putting them in place.
Owners were very helpful at
meetings; sharing their opinions
and providing feedback, enabling
the Board to make sound decisions.
One of the unique challenges that
face this condominium is the fact
that some of the units back on to
one-another’s backyards offering
little privacy, as other units have
backyards with the privacy of a
fence. This means that the owners
with the more private yards could
have features that no one else
would see, while the other yards
would be exposed
to each other.
With this in
mind, the Board
has worked very
hard to follow
a consistent
approach with
an end goal to be fair to everyone.
The Policy is however a living
document and has undergone
changes over time as issues arise.

Communication is KEY at
Arbour Lane!

Communication is KEY at Arbour
Lane! The Board and Management
12
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publish a quarterly newsletter
for the residents, and also send
out Notices as required. The
newsletters are full of reminders
about common elements issues as
well as matters that may affect the
insides of units. Each newsletter
has a “Meet Your Neighbour”
section, where one household
is featured and tells their story.
Many interesting things are
learned by doing this, and it brings
the community closer together.
Recently, there has been some
turn-over of ownership, so an
effort is made to ensure that the
new owners are welcomed! The
newsletters also keep owners
abreast of current activities that
may impact them, such as the
current stage of the very important
Tarion warranty.
Owners are invited to an informal
resident’s meeting that takes place
in April. The condominium’s yearend is March 31st so the meeting
discusses the Board approved
budget, upcoming spring/summer
projects, comments/concerns the
Board has received, and an open
floor discussion where owners can
address any issues or questions.
This owner’s meeting and Annual
General Meeting (AGM), held in
September, are always attended
by the majority of the residents
who are all very interested in
condo activities. The Board tries
to be cognisant of things that the
residents may have questions

Feature
Condo
about. The Halton Hills Regional
Counsellor was invited to the last
Annual General Meeting to talk to
about a new development being
developed nearby.
Before an AGM, owners are notified
of the upcoming elections, the
Director terms available and what
the expectations are. After the
AGM, a summary of the meeting is
sent out to those who were not in
attendance to keep them updated.
The condominium has been in
existence for less than three years
yet many events have been held and
are being established as traditions.
Each Christmas, residents are
invited to a full dinner at a local
restaurant and are encouraged
to bring toys which are donated
to a local cause. There have been
two community yard sales where
Tim Horton’s donated coffee
and Tim-bits. The profits were
donated to the Sick Kids Hospital.
The condo has also hosted a
community Golf Tournament,
where residents met at a nearby

golf club to play and then come
back to the condominium for
“Cocktail Hour” (appetizers and
drinks) in the community gazebo.
For the past few years, Arbour
Lane has been a part of an Acton
Community Clean-Up Day. When
the snow melts, Arbour Lane
residents get together to clean up
litter in the neighbourhood park
and beyond. This of course, is
followed by a get-together with
food and conversation. There
are a few owners in the complex
who spear-head these events, and
everyone is very grateful for their
efforts!

A great suggestion was raised by
an owner to have a Community
Resident’s Manual so Owners
have the names, emails, and phone
numbers of their neighbours.
This enabled neighbours to
check in with one other in the
event of an emergency. (Before
sharing information and to
ensure that everyone’s privacy
was respected, Management
first obtained necessary consent
forms enabling residents to choose
what information they wished to
disclose.) This was another nice
touch that brought the community
closer.
Another idea that came to fruition
was a “Recommended Contractors”
list. Owners would frequently
come to Management or the Board
asking for a recommendation for
a contractor to do work in their
unit or on the exterior. While the
Board or condominium could not
assume responsibility for making a
recommendation, they along with
Management, were happy
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Feature
Condo
to facilitate the development of a
list of contractor names provided
by other owners, advising of
contractors who had done work
in their units to great satisfaction.
This is seen as a positive way to
assist other owners, particularly
those new to the Halton Hills area.

in to replace the trees that were
damaged beyond recovery. The
Board continues to monitor the
condition of the trees, grass,
shrubs and plants in the common
areas and owners do a wonderful
job of adorning their front yards
with colourful flowers.

In the first two years, there was
little work and/or repairs required
in the community, however after
the ice storm in 2013, many of
the young trees were damaged.
In 2014, a local company with
their own tree farm was brought

Overall, the small townhouse
community is still young but the
sense of community that has
grown over three short years is
impressive. Neighbours look out
for one another and the general
sense is that Arbour Lane, Acton

Submetering. Good For You.

14
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is welcoming and a great place to
call home!
Footnote: Historical facts from http://hidehouse.ca/about/
history-of-acton/

Sara has been a member of the MF team since
starting as a part-time receptionist in 2008. She
moved into a full-time Property Manager role in 2011,
and earned her Registered Condominium Manager
designation in 2013. She was promoted to the
position of Senior Property Manager in October 2014
and manages her own portfolio of condominiums
and mentors new managers located in Guelph,
Rockwood, and Acton.

P. 1.866.836.3837
E. info@prioritymeter.com
www.prioritymeter.com

Call for Directors

Annual
General Meeting

This year's Annual General Meeting will take place on

Thursday, September 24th
An Agenda will be sent to all paid members closer to the date of
the meeting.
This year, there are

four terms expiring on the GHC Board.

If you wish to put your name forward as a Director, please email or fax our Office
Administrator with a brief bio and explain why you want to be on the Board. (email:
admin@cci-ghc.ca, fax #866-320-5361). Your bio will be included with the Agenda package.

The deadline to submit your name is August 1, 2015.
These positions are open to all CCI Golden Horseshoe Chapter members.
As a volunteer director, you will be responsible to:
- Adhere to the Director Code of Ethics
- Attend approximately 12 board meetings per year in various locations throughout our
chapter boundaries
- Attend National events
- Participate in one or more chapter and/or national committees
- Participate as a speaker or helper for weekend, weekday seminars and conferences

Your professional membership is free.
Cost for mileage and attendance to board approved seminars, conferences
and National events are free.
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People
Management

Rob Mullin, B.A., LL.B, LL.M, A.C.C.I,
Partner, Smith Valeriote LLP

Hoarding:

Successfully Navigating a
Complex Challenge
It is without
overstatement
that hoarding
has captured
the public’s
attention.

16

Two ongoing television series,
Hoarders and Buried Alive have
both brought this difficult disorder into mainstream awareness.
In September of 2010, a six alarm
blaze at a Toronto high-rise also
seared in the public’s mind the
perils of hoarding.   A tenant’s
voluminous collection of legal
and archival materials, sparked
by a neighbour’s errant cigarette, fed a fire that caused millions of dollars of damage, relocated hundreds of residents, and
ignited a three year class action
lawsuit.   Given that condominiums
often represent higher
density living, hoarding presents
yet another
threat to safety. Thankfully, the Condominium Act,
1998,
(‘the
Act’), gives
condominiums a wide
range of tools
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to address hoarding head-on,
converting this significant danger into a tangible solution.   If a
condominium discovers hoarding in a unit, the following steps
will hopefully bring a relatively
quick and efficient solution.
That said, before exploring these
steps, what is hoarding? In 2013,
this disorder was defined in the
seminal psychiatric manual,
DSM –5, as:
“Hoarding disorder is
characterized by the
persistent difficulty
discarding or parting with
possessions, regardless
of the value others
may attribute to these
possessions.”1
With that definition, hoarding
evolved from eccentricity into the
terrain of mental health. What
1 “Obsessive Compulsive and Related
Disorders”:www.dsm5.org/Documents/Obsessive%20Compulsive %20Disorders%20Fact%20
Sheet.pdf; accessed March 16, 2015
Bielski, Zosia (October 27, 2010). “Collectors
v. Hoarders: Is there a difference?”, The Globe
and Mail; accessed March 16, 2015 at http://www.
theglobeandmail.com/life/health-and-fitness/
health/conditions/collectors-v-hoarders-is-there-adifference/article586709/

People
Technical/
Management
Operational
a person chooses to hoard can
be as varied as the individual. Books, newspapers, food,
pets, clothing, refuse, and even
people can be hoarded. That
said, regardless of what is being hoarded, the golden thread
linking hoarding appears to be
the weaving of 1) an individual
who is incapable of successfully
solving the matter, and 2) the
intended use of the living space
is eclipsed. The photographs
included come from a recent
court case. Regrettably, these
photos conservatively represent
hoarding. As one may see, the
combined amount of refuse in
each room effectively rendered
each space useless. Identifying
the kitchen, living room, bedroom and hallway is no small
task.   
So what is a condominium to
do? When hoarding is discovered, the most important tool is
the condominium’s recognition
that it has the responsibility,
authority and duty to deal with
the matter. A variety of sections
in the Act speak to this. The
combined sections of 17(3), 117
and 119 of the Act dictate that
a condominium is empowered

and required to address dangerous situations. Deferring
this matter to a public agency
or family member may be a
successful route, but in the author’s experience, is rarely successful.
Public
agencies, including the police,
the fire, building and health
departments are
still searching for
the authority and/or resources
to address hoarding. Inviting
these public agencies to participate in the process may be a
successful middle ground; however deferring to them does not
discharge a condominium’s duties imposed by the Act.

lem. Therefore, if hoarding is
discovered in a unit, preparing
for the worst while hoping for
the best again remains prudent.
If on the path of enforcement
the hoarding is voluntarily re-

Many hoarding files come to
light inadvertently....

If a condominium discovers a
unit owner is hoarding, what
steps and measures can a condominium do to solve this
dangerous situation? First and
foremost, is the recognition
that hoarding is rarely resolved
without the intervention of the
court. Likely because of their
difficult psychiatric disorder,
the unit owner, as the definition
outlines, is incapable of successfully addressing the prob-

solved by the unit owner, then
that is a huge success. The following steps may be categorized in two general categories
if this does not occur.

Court Preparation
The matter will start often with
an initial complaint. Many
hoarding files come to light inadvertently, when a condominium
is inspecting smoke detectors or
window washing. Once aware
of a potential hoarding matter,   the condominium should
assemble a team to address the
matter. This will often include
the condominium’s property
manager, an appointed board
member granted day-to-day decision making power, the
spring 2015 | CondoNEWS
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People
Management
condominium’s lawyer and
engineer, a restoration company, and if the condominium has
one, its superintendent.
When alerted, the condominium should only rely on direct
information. Entry should be
made to the unit by representatives of the condominium,
pursuant to section 19 of the
Act. Upon providing reasonable, written notice, represen-

currently the standard. Again,
if possible, providing notice of
a week or more insulates the
condominium from arguments
of inadequate warning.
Entry should be made by both
the condominium’s property
manager and the condominium’s
engineer. Condominium board
members should avoid entry or
any direct involvement with the
unit owner. Within the unit, taking date stamped
photographs and
careful note taking is imperative.
Consider inviting
representatives of
public agencies,
while maintaining the entry under the condominium’s authority. If hoarding exists, the engineer should prepare a quick and
to-the-point report, articulating
his or her findings, with the photographs attached. The property
manager should also type out his
or her notes.

A condomium does not have to
guess if hoarding exists....
tatives of a condominium may
enter any area of a unit or the
common elements, for any
purposes reasonably related to
the Act. This broad and permissive right should be carefully but robustly exercised. A
condominium does not have
to guess if hoarding exists in
a unit. The letter to the unit
owner should be polite but
direct, stating a complaint of
hoarding has been made, and
representatives of the condominium wish to make entry
to investigate. Delivery via
registered mail cancels the well
worn defence that delivery did
not occur. The more notice
provided the better, but absent
an emergency, a minimum
of 48 hours is

If hoarding is present, the
property manager should draft
another letter to the unit owner, seeking the unit’s clean-up.
Complete disclosure to the unit
owner should be made, including the engineer’s report. The
letter should also indicate a
deadline for both the clean-up
to occur and when re-entry will
be made. The clean-up and reinspection will be determined
by the circumstances found,
but one (1) month is likely appropriate. What is being demonstrated to the court is the
condominium’s careful and
balanced treatment of the unit
owner. Legal entry has been
made to the unit, a professional’s report has been prepared
and delivered, and the unit
owner’s opportunity to address
the matter has been provided.
If re-entry finds no change,
then a further letter should
be provided to the unit
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Hi, I’m Tony.
Our family has been creating and
maintaining beautiful outdoor spaces
for three generations. We specialize
in manicured, well maintained grounds
and properties all year round.
Call for a quote today!

For superior year-round

Burlington Area: 905 689 5373

grounds maintenance:

Oakville: 905 337 0222

tony@environentaldesign.ca

Toll-Free: 1 800 594 3751
environmentaldesign.ca

BU I LDI NGS

Single Source Support for:
Condominiums

Co-operatives

• Building Condition
Assessment & Evaluation

• Mold & Water Penetration
Investigations

• Construction Management

• Energy Audits & Demand
Management

• Performance Audits

• LEED® Coordination

• Reserve Fund Studies
• Structural Design Engineering
• Parking Garages Investigations & Repairs
• Infrared Thermography
• Roofing - Investigation &
Replacements
• Curtain Wall & Window
Investigations

Burlington
905 319 6668

• Sustainable Design
• Electrical Engineering
• Mechanical Engineering

• Building Envelope Consulting

• HVAC Equipment
Replacement Design
• Plumbing Riser Replacements
• Code, Fire Protection & Life
Safety
• Litigation Support/Expert
Witness Advisory

Toronto
416 499 3110

morrisonhershfield.com
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Ottawa
613 739 2910

People
Management
owner, with an increasingly shortened deadline. When this deadline passes, again re-entry
should be made by the condominium’s property
manager and engineer, with an abbreviated report prepared. The unit owner must be given
these opportunities if the court is to eventually
take this out of his or her hands.

Court Proceedings
If multiple entries and demand letters do not resolve the matter, then seeking a court order will
likely be the destination for the condominium.
With aid of legal counsel, the condominium will
pursue a court application, seeking two court orders. This first will be possession of the unit to implement a clean-up. A second order is to recover
the costs spent by the condominium. Combined,
this route is available to a condominium pursuant
to sections 117 and 134 of the Act. The court will
want to carefully consider the evidence, bringing
into sharp focus the careful preparation the condominium has conducted to date. The complaint
log-book, the entry letters, the engineer’s reports,
the property manager’s notes, and especially the
successive demand letters, will all be difficult evidence for a court to ignore. The court may also
give a unit owner multiple attempts to clean the
unit themselves. However, if the hoarding continues, ultimately the condominium will be given
possession of the unit.
If granted, the condominium will want a careful

order which allows restoration contractors of its
own choosing to conduct the clean-up and discard items at its sole discretion. Careful record
keeping and supervision by the engineer and/
or contractors during this clean-up will be vital. Proving to the court at the conclusion of the
proceedings that extensive clean-up was needed
will ably serve the condominium when it seeks its
second order. Once the clean-up has been completed, the condominium will return to court,
seeking a costs order for the clean-up. Returning
possession of the unit to the unit owner will also
be made at this time. This is when the careful
documentation and progressive steps of enforcement weigh heavily in the condominium’s favour.
If costs are successfully achieved, left unpaid they
can be converted into a lien registered against the
unit’s title.

Conclusion
Hoarding is a regrettable psychiatric disorder.
While maintaining empathy for the unit owner,
a clear and deliberate path of increasing enforcement should be adopted by the condominium.
The participation of public agencies may be of
assistance, but outrightly deferring to them does
not. With open communication, ongoing entry,
the participation of the condominium’s professionals, and multiple opportunities given to the
unit owner to resolve the matter, will only auger
in the condominium’s favour if a court order is
ultimately needed. Hoarding represents a tricky
and thorny human situation; in contrast a condominium’s path to addressing it can be clear
and straightforward.
Robert Mullin, partner at Smith Valeriote LLP, is a knowledge leader in Ontario
condominium law, writing and speaking frequently on the subject. He regularly
works with developers, property management firms and condominium boards
across Ontario.
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Acorn Waste Service
COLLECTION
SPECIALISTS
for town homes
and small condo buildings
We deliver,
• custom collection solutions
• competitive prices
• 10 years of reliable and friendly service

Call Darren for a quote

519.763.8877 • 1.877.763.8877
Hamilton | Burlington | Guelph | Kitchener | Cambridge | Waterloo

ANNOUNCEMENT
We are pleased to announce that Joel Smith, former owner of Kaeden Creek Property
Maintenance and Landscaping Inc. has joined our team at Garden Grove Landscaping Inc!
Joel has owned and operated his own landscaping business serving Hamilton, Burlington,
and Oakville for the past 12 years after
spending 4 years working in landscape
management with another local landscape
firm. We have known Joel for several years
and when given the opportunity to have him
join our team it was a natural fit. Joel will be
our Client Care Manager in the landscape
maintenance division of our company servicing our property managers, condo’s and property owners in a very similar capacity that he has in his own business and the last 16 years
of his career. Joel and his wife Krista live in Burlington along with their 4 children. Joel is
looking forward to getting know our clients and properties and building on new relationships
here at Garden Grove.
We are excited to have Joel join the Garden Grove family and wish him much
success.
Welcome aboard Joel!

building trust since 1990
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water
leaks
facts
& tips
The average
household’s leaks
can account for more
than 10,000 gallons
of water wasted every
year, or the amount of
water needed to wash
270 loads of laundry.
Common types of
leaks found in the
home include worn
toilet flappers, dripping
faucets, and other
leaking valves. All are
easily correctable.
Fixing easily corrected
household water leaks
can save homeowners
about 10 percent on
their water bills.
Keep your home
leak-free by repairing
dripping faucets,
toilet flappers, and
showerheads. In
most cases, fixture
replacement parts
don’t require a major
investment.

Leak Detection
A good method to check for leaks is to examine your
winter water usage. It’s likely that a family of four has
a serious leak problem if its winter water use exceeds
12,000 gallons per month.
Check your water meter before and after a two-hour
period when no water is being used. If the meter does
not read exactly the same, you probably have a leak.
One way to find out if you have a toilet leak is to place a
drop of food coloring in the toilet tank. If the color shows
up in the bowl within 15 minutes without flushing, you
have a leak. Make sure to flush immediately after this
experiment to avoid staining the tank.

Faucets and Showerheads
A leaky faucet that drips at the rate of one drip per
second can waste more than 3,000 gallons per year.
That’s the amount of water needed to take more than
180 showers!
Leaky faucets can be fixed by checking faucet washers
and gaskets for wear and replacing them if necessary.
A showerhead leaking at 10 drips per minute wastes
more than 500 gallons per year. That’s the amount
of water it takes to wash 60 loads of dishes in your
dishwasher.
Most leaky showerheads can be fixed by ensuring a tight
connection using pipe tape and a wrench.

Toilets
If your toilet is leaking, the cause is often an old, faulty
toilet flapper. Over time, this inexpensive rubber part
decays, or minerals build up on it. It’s usually best to
replace the whole rubber flapper—a relatively easy,
inexpensive do-it-yourself project that pays for itself in
no time.

Outdoors
An irrigation system should be checked each spring
before use to make sure it was not damaged by frost or
freezing.
An irrigation system that has a leak 1/32nd of an inch
in diameter (about the thickness of a dime) can waste
about 6,300 gallons of water per month.
Check your garden hose for leaks at its connection to
the spigot. If it leaks while you run your hose, replace
the nylon or rubber hose washer and ensure a tight
connection to the spigot using pipe tape and a wrench.
Source: http://www.epa.gov/WaterSense/pubs/fixleak.html
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Professionals

Maria Durdan, B.A., LL.B., ACCI
SimpsonWigle LAW LLP

Geothermal Energy Systems
Many
developers
in the Golden
Horseshoe area
are meeting
consumers’
demands
and building
condominiums
with geothermal
energy systems 1

Our firm has been involved with these
types of agreements both from the
developer's and the condominium's
side. We have reviewed a number
of these agreements and have
determined that many of them
were in the condominium’s best
interests. We also recently assisted
a condominium in purchasing a
system from the supplier for a
price that was much lower than the
price that was provided for in the
agreement. We worked very closely
with the condominium’s developer,
accountant, engineer, property
manager and an excellent board that
dedicated a lot of time and effort,
which enabled us to negotiate a fair
purchase price with the developer.
The Condominium Act, 1998 sets
out specific deadlines with respect
to these types of agreements. This
article provides a brief outline of the
deadlines and advises on the steps
a turnover board should take when
dealing with this type of agreement.
This article deals strictly with the
options available to finance these
types of systems, whether pursuant
to the current agreement or whether
the condominium should purchase
the system outright by way of loan,
if possible. Both are alternative
1 Geothermal energy systems extract heat from the earth to
provide energy to the condominium.
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methods of financing which enable
condominiums to satisfy consumers’
demands with respect to alternative
heating methods.
A typical development with a system
goes as follows: the developer enters
into an agreement with a supplier
before the condominium is built, the
condominium is then built with a
system, a part of which is contained
within a unit initially owned by the
developer and is then transferred to
the supplier who retains ownership
and services the system, and the
remainder of the system is usually
contained within the common
elements of the condominium. The
condominium then assumes the
agreement thereby binding it to the
terms and gets billed by the supplier
for the utilities, such as electricity
and hydro, and is also required to
pay the supplier equipment fees.
The board should begin with
reviewing the agreement with the
condominium’s lawyer, accountant,
engineer and property manager
to determine if the terms are
reasonable. In specific, determine
who is responsible for maintaining
and repairing the system, the term
of the agreement, and the cost of the
system and whether there are any
cost increases. The turnover board

Professionals
needs to ultimately determine
whether the total cost of the
system and servicing, taking into
consideration the savings in
energy costs, is reasonable and in
the condominium’s best interests.
It is important to remember that
any new technology will likely cost
more at the forefront but should
create cost savings in the long
run, for example, purchasing an
electric car versus a conventional
car, which needs to be taken into
consideration throughout the
analysis.
Subsection 112(1) provides that a
condominium may, by resolution
of the turnover board within 12

months following the election of
the turnover board, terminate
an agreement mentioned
in subsection 112(2) that the
condominium has entered into
with a person other than another
condominium before the election
of the turnover board. Subsection
112(2) lists 3 types of agreements
and includes an agreement for the
provision of goods or services on a
continuing basis. According to the
court in Lambton Condominium
Corporation No.16 v. Plowright2,
section 112 is restricted to
agreements entered into by the
condominium after it came into
existence. Further, subsection
112(4) provides that the turnover
board is required to give at least 60
days' notice in writing of the
date of termination to the
person with whom the
condominium entered
into the agreement.
What does this mean?
The turnover board
has to hit the ground
running as soon as
they get elected.
A turnover board
cannot terminate
obligations
arising from the
declaration3. Review
the declaration to
determine whether
t h e c o nd o miniu m
is required to have

a system and if so, whether a
specific provider is named. If the
condominium is required to have
a system and a specific provider
is named, the condominium may
try to negotiate the terms of the
agreement with the supplier. If the
condominium is required to have
a system but a specific provider
is not named, the condominium
may try to negotiate the purchase
of the system and terminate the
agreement and retain a different
supplier to service the system. If
the condominium is not required
to have a system the condominium
may remove the system entirely
and replace it with a different
energy system.4
If the condominium is in a position
to terminate the agreement,
because the declaration does not
indicate that the condominium
is required to have a system
or a specific provider, or the
condominium has amended
its declaration to remove such
requirements, the next step is
to determine whether the terms
of the agreement are in the
condominium’s best interests.
In order to determine this,
2 (1997) (Ont.G.D).
3 Lexington on the Green Inc. v. Toronto Standard
Condominium Corporation No. 1930 (2010) (Ont.C.A.).
4 Depending on the total cost to remove the system
and replace it with a new system (the “Change”), the
Change could be considered a substantial pursuant
to subsection 97(4) the Condominium Act, 1998,
which would require 66-2/3% of the units at the
condominium to vote in favour of approving the
Change.
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the condominium
will be required to retain
the services of a company
qualified to assess the
value of the system, servicing
and energy costs and savings
associated with same.
The board should also confirm
whether owners were required

to enter into a system agreement
with the system provider at
the time they purchased their
units, which could make owners
personally liable if the agreement
is terminated.
If the condominium determines
that it will purchase the system
from the supplier, the board

will have to consider how such
purchase will be funded and will
also have to retain a company that
services such systems. Typically,
such purchases are quite large
and will be funded by way of loan,
which will require a borrowing bylaw. If the condominium decides
to borrow, it will be unlikely the
loan will be amortized more than
10 years. While there may be an
overall savings the board must
realize that the annual payments
to service the loan may be larger
than the amount contemplated
over the 30 year agreement but
will end much sooner. Typically
the agreement calls for a term as
long as 30 years. We have seen
agreements that are 30 years long
and include a 2.5% increase every
year.
Geothermal energy system
agreements are far from simple.
The board must take a number of
steps and consider many factors
in a relatively short period of time
before it determines what is in the
condominium’s best interests.
The board should seek the
assistance of the condominium’s
lawyer, accountant, engineer and
property manager in order to
assist with this complex analysis
in order to ensure that the
condominium is satisfying its duty
to control, manage and administer
the property and assets of the
condominium on behalf of owners
pursuant to the Act.
Maria Durdan is the head of the Condominium
Practice Group at SimpsonWigle LAW LLP, practicing
primarily in Condominium Law and Administration.
Maria worked very closely with and was mentored
by the late Ron Danks and supports over 650 of the
firm’s residential and commercial condominium
clients throughout Ontario.
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SPONSORED IN PART BY

2015 Condominium
Conference & Trade Show
Saturday, May 30th, 2015
Hamilton Convention Centre

1 Summers Lane, Hamilton, Ontario

Open to the General Public, as well as Members!

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Exclusive

Seminar
& Reception

Friday
May 29,
2015

8:00 - 8:45

Registration

8:45 - 9:00

Welcome

9:00 - 9:45

Plenary Session

9:45 - 10:00

Break with Exhibitors

10:00 - 11:00

Concurrent Sessions

11:00 - 11:30

Break with Exhibitors

Mental Health Matters…
in a Condominium Community

11:30 - 12:30

Concurrent Sessions

12:30 - 1:30

Lunch

With 1 in 4 affected by mental illness in some form,
associated challenges are unfortunately prevalent in the
condominium setting.

1:30 - 2:30

Concurrent Sessions

2:30 - 3:00

Break with Exhibitors

3:00 - 4:00

Concurrent Sessions

4:00 - 5:00

Wine and Cheese Reception

Register

NOW!

SINGLE
$190
3 OR MORE
$175		EACH*
NON-MEMBERS $400
*ALL MUST REGISTER AT THE SAME TIME AND BE MEMBERS

Only for Property Managers
Sponsored by

EDUCATION PARTNERS

12:30 pm Registration
1:00 pm Lunch
2:00 pm Seminar

Earn RCM
Educational
Points!

Whether contained behind closed doors, or shockingly apparent
to other unit owners, mental illness has to be addressed with
both compassion and practicality. There are no easy solutions for
condominium boards, managers and legal professionals who are
often faced with the dilemma of upholding condo rules and the law,
while also considering the painful and potentially disruptive affect
their actions may have.
This session will share recent legal cases, and presents
practical ways for property managers to handle
residents and directors with mental health issues including how they must personally ensure
they do not put themselves in
harm’s way.

4:00 pm Wine & Cheese
Reception with Exhibitors

$25 per person (plus HST)

WELCOME
PLENARY SESSION
BREAKS throughout the day
LUNCH
THREE CONCURRENT SESSION
STREAMS including information on...

Know Your Boundaries

Tarion, Disclosure, Status Certificates, Agreements

SESSION 1C

This session involves a discussion about having more open, simplified
condominium documents, including not only the usual governing documents (i.e.,
declaration, by-laws and rules), but also the declarant’s disclosure package for new
sites and improved status certificates for existing corporations. Key topics include
why improvements to the documents are needed and how they can be achieved.

Records
Owners have rights, but they are not unfettered. This session will review the
different types of records a condominium corporation is required to keep, who
may review such records and the process for reviewing records. We will discuss
how to respond to a request to review records and provide practical solutions to
common issues arising from such requests. We will also discuss the proposed
changes relating to records and how these changes would affect you.

Financial Information & Communication

Finances

Dispute Resolution
This session will engage the panel in a discussion about the basic principles,
as well as practices and procedures, of dispute resolution, with a view to
understanding why disputes arise and including ideas about how to resolve them
without needing to engage in formal legal processes.

WINE & CHEESE RECEPTION
CLOSING CEREMONIES
Preliminary schedule. Topics and times are subject to change.
All sessions are first come, first seated.

DOOR
PRIZE
DRAW

You have to be
there to win!

SESSION 4B

Proxies are confusing, to say the least: Who can be a proxy? How many proxies
can one person hold? What if a unit gives more than one proxy? These and many
more questions relating to proxies will be answered during this session. Recent
case law will be reviewed and guidance provided on the best practices pertaining
to proxies in order to avoid confusion at owners’ meetings. We will also discuss
the proposed changes relating to proxies and how these changes would affect an
owner, director or property manager.

Condominium Management
Inexperienced boards, professional management, and “condo calamities”, oh my!
One or more sessions will deal with these issues relating to the effective and efficient
management of your condominium.
Imagine: You have just been newly elected to the board with other rookie condo owners;
owners bombard you with unfamiliar inquiries; further, your assigned property manager
is inexperienced, looking to the board for guidance. Where do you go from here?

Finally, you will learn the results of some court cases relating to “condo calamities” and
how these situations can be prevented from happening in your community.

SESSION 4C

SESSION 2C

SESSION 2B

SESSION 2A

11:30 AM - 12:30 PM

Owners’ Meetings & Proxies

In this session, speakers will discuss Tarion, Disclosure, Status Certificates and
Agreements. The discussion will focus on helping the buyer make an informed
decision prior to purchasing a Condo and the importance of each of these items
in the process.

In this context, the role of the condominium manager vis-a-vis the board and residents
will be clarified, and we will explore why directors and reputable condominium
management companies will benefit from the proposed licensing of property managers.
Sometimes, property managers lament that they are not as valued as other industry
professionals. They manage multi-million dollar developments, yet are generally
overworked and underpaid. This session will examine how the proposed licensing of
property managers might help increase credibility and add value to the condominium
management industry. The speakers will also engage the audience to discuss how
management fees might be affected when this happens and provide tips on what
boards should be asking when obtaining quotes for management services in any case.
Attendees will learn how costly it can be to contract the services of an unlicensed
manager.

You are on the board of directors now. What do you need to know? What does
the information you are receiving mean? How do you facilitate information flow
to your unit holders? Have you received an email or phone call from the auditor
and wondered what that was all about? What role do the various parties take with
regard to financial management and reporting? We will review some best practices.

We will discuss the pitfalls surrounding agreements entered into by a Declarant
board of directors, including the requirement for a condominium to lease
components or equipment that are typically expected to be part of the common
elements. In addition for new and existing condominiums, we will review the steps
required to enter into agreements to replace common elements, for example with
more efficient equipment, as well as discuss the financial considerations that
relate to such agreements.

Boundaries are important, especially when it comes to living in a condominium
corporation. Do you know your boundaries? This session will explore the
different types of boundaries that apply to living in or working for a condominium
corporation. Whether you are an owner, director or property manager, this will
be a useful session for you if you aren’t too sure where the physical boundaries
between the common elements and units are and, perhaps more importantly, the
“boundaries” between the rights and obligations of residents, owners and directors.

3:00 PM - 4:00 PM

SESSION 4A

SESSION 1B

SESSION 1A

10:00 AM - 11:00 AM

My Condominium Documents

One of the most common and serious complaints identified in many
Performance Audit questionnaires is excessive sound transmission. Find out
where the Ontario Building Code fails to deliver and, for new and older sites, how
boards and property managers can help to address the inevitable noise issues.

SESSION 33B

OPENING REMARKS

Noise

SESSION 3C

SESSION 3A

1:30 PM - 2:30 PM

The Nuisance of Noise & the Trouble with Silence Managing Conflict in Today’s Condo Community
This thought-provoking session will tackle some of the challenging issues that
give rise to conflict in condo communities today. Our expert panel will speak
to society’s growing intolerance of sexism, racism and prejudice applied to the
condominium setting and highlight lessons from recent headlines, including
alleged bad conduct of celebrities and the provincial government’s new
campaign on harassment and mental health awareness initiatives.

Reserve Fund Planning
This session is about
• reserve fund planning (including what it means to be “adequate”, how
contribution amounts are determined, and whether loans or special
assessments should be part of the reserve fund plan),
• reserve fund investments (what investment vehicles are appropriate and
allowed; what should be considered before investing reserve funds) and
• reserve fund use (including whether it is necessary to follow the schedule of
repairs/replacements indicated in the reserve fund study, and what reserve
funds should not be used for).

OUR SPONSORS
The Golden Horseshoe Chapter would not be able to present this conference without the support of sponsors and trade show participants.
In addition to our Diamond Sponsor, the following companies have pledged their support:

DIAMOND SPONSOR

EDUCATION PARTNER

PLATINUM SPONSORS

GOLD SPONSOR
SILVER SPONSORS

LUNCH SPONSORS

LANYARD SPONSOR

COFFEE/REGISTRATON SPONSOR

WINE & CHEESE SPONSOR

ROOM DESIGNATION SPONSORS

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

BADGE SPONSOR

AFTERNOON BREAK SPONSOR

FLOOR PLAN
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CONFERENCE REGISTRATION FORM
Send to CCI-GHC Attention: Conference Registration

All fields must be filled in.

920 Brant St., Suite 23, Burlington ON L7R 4J1 or FAX 1-866-320-5361

Name(s): ________________________________________________________

Registration Fees (per person):
Registration includes: 1 day of education sessions, access to trade show, lunch,
coffee breaks, Wine & Cheese reception and program materials.
CCI Members / ACMO

Cost

Company or Condominium Corporation: ____________________________
Position (i.e. Director, President): ___________________________________

TOTAL

# Attending

Mailing Address:__________________________________________________

REGISTER NOW!!!
PER MEMBER

$190.00 ea

x

=

$

3 OR MORE MEMBERS

$175.00 ea

x

=

$

Non Members

$400.00 ea

x

=

$

13% HST

=

$

TOTAL

=

$

Must register at the same time.

HST#873960462

City/Province: _____________________ Postal Code: _________________
Phone: (

$25.00

(Must be a Property Manager)

x

METHOD OF PAYMENT:
(Registration fees must accompany this form or registration will NOT be processed).

o Cheque (Enclosed)

=

o VISA

o Mastercard

Cheque: Make cheque payable to CCI—Golden Horseshoe Chapter

= $
13% HST

) _________________

Email: ___________________________________________________________

It’s not too late to join–ask us how!

Property Managers’ Reception

)_______________________ Fax: (

Mastercard or VISA:

$

Cardholder Name: ________________________________________________
TOTAL
Are you a member of ACMO?

n

Yes

n

No

Are you a member of CCI?

n

Yes

n

No

=

$

Card #: __________________________________________________________

Which Chapter?

Exp.(mm/yy) ___________________________ CSV#: _________________
Authorizing Signature: ____________________________________________

MAIL GHCCCI, 920 Brant St, Suite #23, Burlington, ON L7R 4J1
FAX 1-866-320-5361

or

EMAIL admin@cci-ghc.ca

or

conference@cci-ghc.ca

or

REGISTER ONLINE at www.cci-ghc.ca

SPONSORSHIP REGISTRATION FORM

Please return this completed form and logos to:

PREFERRED SPONSORSHIP
D
Diamond
SOL
D
Registration
SOL

Platinum

Gold

Lunch

LD
WineS&OCheese

D
Coffee
SOL

D
Room Designation
SOL

Lanyard
OLD

Badge OLD

S

HST#873960462

Silver

S

Contact Name: __________________________________________________
Company: _______________________________________________________

CCI Golden Horseshoe Chapter
920 Brant Street, Suite 23, Burlington, ON L7R 4J1
Tel: (905) 631-0124 Fax: (866) 320-5361
Email: conference@cci-ghc.ca

PAYMENT OPTIONS
NOTE: Payment must be made in full before your company logo will be included with
any of our sponsorhip items.

o Cheque (Enclosed)

o VISA

o Mastercard

Cheque: Make cheque payable to CCI—Golden Horseshoe Chapter

Mastercard or VISA:
Address: ________________________________________________________

Cardholder Name: ________________________________________________

City: _________________________________ Postal Code: _______________

Card #: __________________________________________________________

Telephone (________) _____________________________________________

Exp.(mm/yy) ___________________________ CSV#: _________________

Email: ___________________________________________________________

Authorizing Signature: ____________________________________________

Please supply your Company Logo in the following 3 formats: PDF, JPEG and EPS when submitting your application,
along with a short company bio in Word.

Ted Pritchard
Chairperson Fair Tax Campaign-Guelph
The Fair Tax Campaign - Guelph executive
committee is planning an information meeting for Tuesday, April 21 at 7:00 pm at the
Evergreen Centre in the North end of Guelph
at 683 Woolwich Street. The purpose of the
meeting is to grow and re-brand the organization. The Fair Tax Campaign has been in
existence for over four years and it is time
for a “Campaign” about the “Fair” delivery
of city services to become an “Organization” representing the interests of
condominium owners in their
interactions with
the City

of
Guelph
and
its
services.
Condominium
owners
and their
n e e d s
have for too
long been neglected by the City.
There has been a growing awareness that most condominium owners have received unequal service by the condominium owners,
City Staff and the City Councillors. It’s time

to take action on this awareness!
The Municipal Election in October 2014 and
the Municipal Budget discussions over the first
three months of 2015 have kept the members
of Fair Tax Campaign-Guelph very busy lately.
The Canadian Condominium Institute got the
Fair Tax Campaign started, but four years is too
long for any “campaign” to run. The first years
of our existence were spent building credibility
first with the condominium community and
then with the community at large. A twelve
hundred signature petition helped establish our credibility to represent the interests of condominium owners with Guelph
City Council. We worked with condominium
owners and their problems, and dealt with the
Guelph City Staff and the Guelph Council on
these problems.
Over the last three years, the Solid Waste Management Master Plan has placed Guelph in the
forefront of municipal solid waste management with a landfill diversion rate of 69%. In
Guelph, a 3 cart system picked up by robotic
arm trucks has the potential to save the City
a great deal of operating money as the solid
waste staff has been significantly reduced.
Only one staff member operates each truck
now compared to the two operators on the 3
plastic bag system trucks. Unfortunately, the
new cart system does not have the flexibility
offered by the old plastic bag system to offer
solid waste collection to many townhouse
condominiums. The result is that many
spring 2015 | CondoNEWS
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continued....

condominiums have lost their City
solid waste collection. The cart system
also continues Guelph’s inability to collect solid waste from condominium midrise and high rise buildings. The City of
Guelph remains unable to collect solid
waste from over half the condominiums
in Guelph.
Some statistics from one of Guelph’s
largest condominium property management companies are instructive. This
company has 63 condominium corporations with a total of 2,402 units. Of those
63 corporations, 27 are able to receive
City solid waste service while 35 are on
private collection. 12 condominium corporations within this company’s clientele
had to switch from City solid waste collection when the City switched from plastic bags to carts. When these condominium corporation numbers are morphed to
condominium unit statistics, the problem
is even more dramatic. Of the company’s 2,402 units, 969 units receive City
service, 1,433 units use private collection. Even worse, 736 units were forced
to switch from City to private collection
when the City switched from plastic bag
collection to cart collection.

TAXES C
R
I
FA

One of the accomplishments of Fair
Tax Campaign–Guelph in 2014 was to
influence the team producing the new
Solid Waste Management Master Plan
(SWMMP) that followed the 3 year implementation of the Cart system. Guelph’s
new SWMMP has 29 categories of recommendations with 71 specific recom-

PAIGN
AM

HE

mendations. Of these recommendations
there are 5 categories with 17 specific
recommendations designed to address
the problems condominium owners are
experiencing with Guelph’s solid waste
management.
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Here are three of the SWMMP recommendations which will go a long way
enabling high rise condominiums to take
part in City collection:
26.1 “… May require reconfiguring
the collection fleet with specialized
vehicles for medium and high density multi-residential properties.”
26.2 “Staff to bring forward a report
to Council outlining recommendations and costs associated with
expanding the type of collection
service offered to multi-residential
properties…”
and 26.3 “May include a front end
bin recovery service to City operated facilities and interested parties.”
Condominium owners have helped the
City of Guelph fund the capital purchases
for the 3 cart system, have helped fund
the savings 3 cart brings to the operations budget and helped fund a system
that can’t serve them. The Solid Waste
Management Master Plan, SWMMP, recognizes that it is now time to start servicing condominium owners with a solid
waste service designed for them.
Since the October 2014 Municipal Election, the Guelph City Councillors find
themselves between “a rock and a hard
place.” On one hand, during the election, some candidates for municipal office promised the electorate a tax levy
increase of no more than 2% or the cost
of living. On the other, all candidates for
Council and Mayor recognized the unequal treatment of condominium owners
and promised to find solutions to the un-
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fair treatment. The SWMMP recommendations were looked upon as the solution
to this inequity. The newly elected councilors are finding the number of services
that need to be addressed in 2015 outstrips the ability of a 2% tax levy to cover
them all. The SWMMP recommendations
above had a 2015 implementation date
and these have now been pushed back
to 2016. The 2015 Guelph City budget
has not been settled at the time of writing this article, but should be settled at
the budget meetings of March 25th and
March 31st. One Guelph councillor has
served an intention to move acceptance
of some or all of the recommendations
from SWMMP at the March 25th meeting,
but we are not optimistic that Council
will be able to assist condominium owners and hold the line on tax increases for
2015 at the same time.
In the meantime, Fair Tax CampaignGuelph will need to expand its executive
committee and draw more condominium
corporations into the Canadian Condominium Institute membership. We are
considering a rebranding and model
change more along the lines of the Brantford Condominium Corporation Association or BCCA. We would like to have
an association that has representative
membership from most Guelph condominiums. We would also like to see representation from Guelph City Council, City
staff and Property Managers in the new
condominium corporation association.
This is a new model, a new beginning and
move to bring more fairness to the services delivered to City of Guelph taxpayers. There will be an information meeting
on Tuesday April 21, 2015 for all condominium owners, directors, property managers, City of Guelph Councillors and interested City Staff. For more information
contact Ted Pritchard, 519 826-6121 or
tpritcha@rogers.com .

Upcoming Events

Property
Manager's
Luncheon

n May 29 & 30, 2015
Trade Show & Conference,
		 Hamilton Convention Centre

(Left) Michelly Kelly
speaking at the Property
Manager’s Luncheon
on February 13th at
Bingeman’s.

n September 24, 2015

(Below) Booths being
visited by managers.

n September 26, 2015

Annual General Meeting
		 Location TBD
Level 300 Insurance Repairs & Maintenance
		 Teatro Conference Centre, Milton

n October 17 & 24, 2015
Level 200, Garden Inn, Burlington

n October 24 & 31, 2015
Level 200, Bingeman's Park, Kitchener

n November 21, 2015
Level 300 Mediation and Arbitration
		 Teatro Conference Centre, Milton
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apply!

be sure to include some of these things in your entry:

1
2
3
4
5

The unique qualities and features of your condominium;
The outstanding accomplishments of your corporation;

You can either send an article (approximately 750-1000
words) answering the questions on the left or we can
interview you via phone and write an article about your
condo.

The overall environment of the condominium;

Each entry will be featured in an upcoming issue of the
Condo News magazine. The winner will be selected by
the GHC-CCI Communications Committee and will be
announced at the Annual General Meeting in the fall.

What makes residents proud to live there?

LCM Property Services is donating a $500.00 gift card
to the winner to be enjoyed by the Board of Directors.

Unusual and/or difficult problems that were
encountered and resolved;

Interested applicants should submit their articles or contact information for an interview to:

by mail CCI-Golden Horseshoe Chapter, 920 Brant St., Suite 23 Burlington, ON L7R 4J1
or by email cci-ghc.ca
spring 2015 | CondoNEWS
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SERVICE is what we do.
Our processes are TRIED AND TESTED.
We’re CONNECTED.
Our team is SECOND TO NONE.
TOLL FREE: 1-855-824-4208 | EMAIL: mfprop@mfproperty.com

Services that meet your needs.
Service that exceeds your expectations.
HEAD OFFICE: 373 Woolwich Street, Guelph, ON N1H 3W4
PHONE: 519-824-4208
CAMBRIDGE: 7 Roseview Avenue, Cambridge, ON N1R 4A5
PHONE: 519-629-0259

www.mfproperty.com
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ACCI PROFILE

Richard A. Elia

B.Comm., LL.B., LL.M. (ADR), A.C.C.I.
Today, Elia Associates has grown to have offices in Ottawa,
Barrie, Toronto and Oakville, while still maintaining its small
firm intimacy.

Richard has been involved in the area of Condominium
Law for the past 20 years. In 2001, Richard opened Elia
Associates with the vision of delivering cost effective and
creative legal services to condominiums throughout Ontario.

What does the
ACCI mean to me?
Condominiums are marketed as a “turn-key,
care-free” living alternative, often overlooking the
reality that some owners must step forward to
take on a leadership role within the community
– or, as set out in the Condominium Act, to
manage the affairs of the condominium. At
the professional level, it is not good enough
to just know the law – there must be a vested
appreciation for each community served, its
people and, by necessity, its politics; by natural
extension, there should be an investment into
the education of condominium directors. CCI
works to fill this need. Since 2004, the ACCI
designation has helped define my role as a
condominium lawyer and it reflects part of my
passion and commitment to condominiums.
I have dedicated my career to condominium
communities across Ontario and have taken the
time to gain my ACCI as a reflection of this, it is
an important building block for condominium
industry professionals. As a long standing and
proud supporter of the Canadian Condominium
Institute, I consider it to be both a privilege
and a personal responsibility to hold the ACCI
designation and be trusted as an expert in my
field.
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Within Elia Associates, Richard fosters and encourages
critical and independent thinking. Within the
greater condominium community, Richard
readily volunteers his time to foster an engaged
and informed approach to help build stronger
condominium communities. He has been actively
involved in the ongoing review of Ontario’s
Condominium Act by sharing his expertise with
the provincial government in the final stages of the
legislative review process and leading a Dispute
Resolution Sub-Committee formed by the Joint
Government Relations Committee of the Canadian
Condominium Institute and the Association of
Condominium Managers of Ontario in the early
stages of the process to provide insights and
recommendations into the realities of conflict
management in the condominium environment.
For this work, Richard was recognized as the
Association of Condominium Managers of
Ontario’s Associate of the Year in 2012.
Richard actively participates as a member of
several chapters of the Canadian Condominium
Institute – Ottawa, Toronto, Huronia, London and
Golden Horseshoe. He sits as a director of the
Golden Horseshoe Chapter of CCI.

Tips from the Trade

Property Managers from MF Property Management Ltd. list their tips for Annual General Meetings:
£ When it comes to making a
recommendation for the auditor, justify
why you are asking the owners to select the
auditor you suggest. For example, let the
owners know you got quotes or state that

the Board is very happy with the current
auditor. Some auditors have a condospecific expertise and owners should be
told this. The idea is to fully explain the
reasoning behind your recommendations

£ Don’t be afraid to let your board
members handle a question. Sometimes
it’s in the property manager’s best interest

£ On the
morning of the
meeting (or
even the day before), connect
with any guests who are booked to attend
(e.g. lawyer, auditor, engineer, etc.) to
confirm you will see them that evening

(b)
if you have
a population where
there may be a number of owners
who are dealing with hearing loss

£ Ask owners to state their names
and unit numbers before speaking, and
to speak slowly and clearly for both the
benefit of their fellow owners as well as the
recording secretary

£ Introduce the head table! Thank
everyone for taking the time to attend!
Open the meeting with a positive approach!

£ Review your audited financial
statement again so it is fresh in your
mind; review your draft year-end financial
statement and make notes on the audit for
any items you think may be questioned –
take your draft year-end statement with
you so you have it to refer to

£ Have name tags and markers available
at the sign-in table so owners can do their
own name tags – can help to encourage a
sense of community and togetherness
£ Think about having a sound system in
place, especially (a) if the room is large and

£ Go over basic rules of order at the
beginning of the meeting; remind owners
the meeting is an opportunity to discuss
their community and share comments,
concerns, and compliments!

£ As
prepared as
you are, don’t expect
to know everything. It’s ok to say “I
don’t know” and ask the owner to stay

after the meeting
to provide you
with their personal
information so you can get back to
them with the answer. Make sure you

£ I always
start the
meeting with
introductions such as the
board, auditor, lawyer (if applicable),
management etc. It always goes over well.
Many residents don’t know the head table
face to face so it creates a welcoming
atmosphere.

£ I issue ballots
as they register and
advise them “here
are your ballots should
a vote take place at this meeting”
instead of handing them out before a vote.
There may be more than one person in
attendance from the same unit but only

when you’re confident in them.

Remember that neither you as the

£

follow-up! This goes a long way to
solidifying the property manager/owner
relationship.
£

I find having a bottle of water handy,

one vote per unit applies. This saves a lot of
confusion and time and keeps the meeting
moving along smoothly.
£ A number of my Board Presidents do a
brief presentation (on behalf of the board).
They give a synopsis of the previous year
and items under consideration for the New
Year.

...for Successful meetings!
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The Ron Danks
Leadership Award
to answer but other times, the owners
like to hear from the Board members,
which is an opinion coming from
another owner.

- David Finoro
manager, nor the board members,
should feel that you have to
answer questions on the spot; feel
comfortable in accepting questions
and comments without any judgement
and let owners know that you will get
back to them in writing after the board
has had an opportunity to investigate/
discuss their concern, and thank them
for raising the matter

- Margot Morel

not only to re-hydrate, but, to take a
sip when you need a moment before
answering a complicated question
or dealing with a difficult owner.

-Michelle Dyer
£ Stay on time and follow the
agenda – everyone appreciates the
importance but let’s face it, the
residents don’t want to be there all
night either!

-Lori Ann Munro

On August 7th 2012, one of the true
pioneers of condominium law in
Ontario and the unwavering spirit
of the Golden Horseshoe Chapter
passed away.  Notwithstanding being
an Ontario-based lawyer, Ron Danks’
influence, guidance and expertise
were national in scope.  Ron had been
a member of the Golden Horseshoe
Chapter of CCI for close to 30 years;
13 years as chapter President and
eight years as Vice President, and
still on the chapter board at the time
of his death.  His service on the CCI
National Board of Directors and its
various committees, though slightly
of fewer years, was with the same
passion, skill and understanding that
were hallmarks of his approach to
condominium matters.  Regardless of
an issue being of a development, legal,
governance, dispute resolution or even
a technical matter, Ron had an innate
ability to grasp the concern, ask the
right questions, and provide a clear
direction on how to proceed or solve
the problem.
In short, Ron was a leader.  When
not working with condominium
professionals such as property
managers, other lawyers, accountants
or engineers, Ron loved the interaction
he had with condominium board
members.  It seems fitting then,
that the Golden Horseshoe Chapter
recognizes its true condominium board
member leaders; those individuals that
have gone that extra mile time and
time again to help their condominium
community.  It’s more than simply

being a good board member.  A
candidate must be shown to have had
vision and an innate understanding
of the condominium dynamic that
has created and fostered a sense of
community in their corporation.
If your condominium corporation is a
current GHC member and you know
of a current or past board member
that exemplifies the spirit of what
leadership means, email outlining
why the candidate is worthy of this
recognition.  Your submission should
be of sufficient detail for the judging
panel to want to know more.  Simply
being a long time board member is not
sufficient.  What has your candidate
done to make a difference?
Of the submissions judged to
be applicable, a short list will be
developed which would require the
person(s) who have nominated an
individual, to attend a short interview.  
From there, the selection committee
made up of GHC board members will
choose a candidate for the Ron Danks
Leadership Award.  The award will be
presented at the chapter’s Annual
General Meeting being held September
24, 2015.
This honour will not necessarily be
presented every year.  It must be a
special individual that invokes the
meaning of the word Leadership.
Email your submission to:
danksaward@cci-ghc.ca
Ron Danks Award Committee

To learn about how Ron made a difference, follow this link:
http://www.cci.ca/HISTORICALPERSPECTIVES/RonDanks-Tribute/CCI-RonDanks-Tribute.pdf
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Legal Cases

Megan Mackey, B.Sc., J.D.
Partner, Miller Thompson

A Case Study
in First Year Budgets
One
condominium
corporation’s
fight to recover
its first year
budget deficit
provides
valuable insight

90 George Street Ltd. was the
declarant of OSCC No. 815, a
16-storey residential condominium
corporation with 104 residential
units. 90 George Street Ltd.
provided “first purchasers” (being
those who bought units directly
from the developer before the
condominium was registered) with
disclosure statements describing
the project, as required by Ontario’s
Condominium Act, 1998.
The disclosure package given to
first purchasers included a first year
budget statement setting out the
common expenses that OSCC 815
was expected to incur during its first
year of operation. Developers are
required to prepare and deliver a
first year budget to those purchasing
new condominium units so they
will know the costs to be incurred
during the condominium’s first
year.
The audited financial
statement for OSCC
815’s first year
revealed that
the actual
operating
expenses exceeded
the budgeted amount by
$115,669.00, or approximately
15%. This averages $1100 per
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unit, although the exact amount
payable by each owner is determined
by the owner’s proportionate share
as set out in the Schedule D of the
corporation’s declaration.
First year budget deficits can be
caused by new or unpredictable
costs, by negligence in the budgeting
process, or by a deliberate strategy
to make common expenses appear
low in an effort to sell more units.
Ontario’s Condominium Act protects
consumers from unanticipated first
year common expenses by requiring
the declarant to “make good” the
difference between the actual first
year expenses and the budgeted
amount. This obligation exists
irrespective of the cause of the first
year budget deficit.
When OSCC 815 learned of its
large, first year budget deficit, it
promptly demanded reimbursement
from 90 George Street Ltd. The
budget shortfall was caused almost
entirely by security expenses,
which were 25% over budget, and
superintendent costs, which were
200% higher than the budgeted
amount. The declarant refused to
pay the shortfall, claiming that the
security and superintendent costs
were excessive and unreasonable.

Legal Cases
The dispute proceeded to
mediation and arbitration in
accordance with section 132 of
the Condominium Act, 1998. The
arbitrator found in favour of the
condominium corporation. 90
George Street Ltd. was ordered
to pay OSCC 815 the entire
$115,669.00 shortfall, interest at
the corporation’s rate of 3% plus
prime compounded monthly, plus
legal costs and disbursements on
a substantial indemnity basis
totalling $124,934.89.
At first instance the arbitrator
held that he was precluded from
considering the declarant’s
defences because a declarant
was “fully liable” for any shortfall.
The arbitrator went on to say that
had he been required to consider
defences, he would have rejected
the developer’s “excessive costs”
defence because the president
of the developer sat on OSCC
815’s board of directors for over
a year. During that time, he or
she failed to complain about the
expenses and was “opposed to
any reduction in services”.
90 George Street Ltd. appealed
the arbitration award to the
Superior Court. The arbitrator’s
decision was upheld in its
entirety. The Superior Court’s
interpretation of section 75 of
Ontario’s Condominium Act,
1998 contains valuable lessons:
> Disputes about first year budget

deficits must proceed to mediation

and arbitration. An arbitrator’s decision
must be correct, failing which it can be
appealed to a judge of the Superior Court;
>

>

A declarant (developer) is accountable
to a condominium corporation for the
entirety of the first year budget deficit,
even if some of the costs incurred during
the first year were not contemplated
in the original budget. Arbitrators are
however permitted to consider defences
such as the propriety and reasonableness
of the expenses;

Amounts owing by a declarant for the
first year budget deficit should be treated
as common expense arrears which
are subject to the corporation’s rate of
interest as provided in the by-laws (or
declaration). Interest begins to accrue
30 days after the demand for payment
is made;

>

Mediation costs are considered to be part
of or related to the arbitration. The party
who succeeds at the arbitration can also
claim reimbursement of its mediation
costs;

>

A declarant should not be penalised in
costs for challenging the propriety and
reasonableness of items included within
a condominium corporation’s first-year
audited statement;

>

A party who fails to accept a reasonable
offer to settle will likely be penalised by
having to pay its opponent’s legal costs
on a substantial indemnity basis.

Using the mediation and
arbitration procedures mandated
by the Condominium Act, 1998,
OSCC 815 and its owners were
able to successfully recover the
first year budget shortfall and
most of their legal expenses.
However, it took almost three
years and over $100,000 in legal

costs to resolve the dispute.
The case provides valuable
insight into recovery of first
year budget deficits. If you have
concerns about the first year
budget in your new condominium
corporation, we recommend you
do the following:
>

As soon as your audited first year
financial statement is available, check to
see if the actual amount spent by your
corporation in the first year exceeds the
budgeted amount.

>

If the amount spent in the first year
is over budget, the condominium
corporation should immediately send
the declarant a written demand for
payment of the shortfall.

>

If the declarant refuses to pay the
shortfall, the condominium corporation
can initiate the mediation and arbitration
procedures set out in section 132 of
Ontario’s Condominium Act. Mediation
and arbitration can be expensive, and
consequently a corporation should
consider the amount it is likely to recover
before embarking on the process.

>

Be reasonable! OSCC 815 was rewarded
for making multiple attempts to settle
the budget dispute on a reasonable
basis. Reasonable efforts to settle any
legal dispute can help your corporation
to recover its legal costs or – even better
– could help your corporation to avoid
those legal costs altogether.

Republished from Miller Thomson's February,
2015 edition of MT Condo Law.
Megan is a Partner in the Commercial Litigation
Group in Toronto. Her practice is primarily focused
on commercial disputes and condominium litigation,
including enforcement matters in the Superior Court
and through mediation/arbitration, amendments
to condominium documents, construction litigation
matters, and lien enforcement.
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Technnical

David Heska, P.Eng.
Halsall Associates
Chris Moning, B.A.Sc.
Halsall Associates

Garage Ramp Replacements
Short Term Pain, Long Term Gain

Accelerated
deterioration
– two words
a property
manager never
wants to hear
in reference to
their parking
garage ramp.

A recent ramp replacement project demonstrates the importance
of paying attention to the early
warning signs of deterioration
and calling in a team of experts to
properly diagnose and resolve the
problem. If left unaddressed, a deteriorating garage ramp can pose
real safety risks to occupants and
lead to even more severe property
damage.

Deteriorated steel
on ramp
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Diagnosing the Problem:
Concrete Deterioration
In April 2014, engineers and project associates were called in to investigate leakage on the underside
of the parking garage ramp at the
Embassy Suites at 10 John Street
in Dundas, Ontario. Embassy
Suites is a 7-storey, mixed occupancy building with 49 residential
units and seven commercial units.

3 Tips
for Property
Managers and
Board Members

Technical
Section
Technical/
Name
Operational

Lessons Learned:

When dealing with a ramp replacement, Property Managers and Board
Members can play a pivotal role in
ensuring the process goes smoothly.
Ramp beam cracking and signs of water leakage

It was built around 1976 and converted to a condominium
in 2000.
The results of the initial review were discouraging:
not only was water leaking into the parking garage
below, there was also severe concrete deterioration
of the ramp slab. The absence of a waterproofing
membrane beneath the ramp topping had allowed
salt to contaminate the embedded reinforcing steel,
initiating corrosion. The embedded electrical snow
melting heating cables had also failed.
While the heating cables were budgeted for replacement, it
was clear that the accelerated deterioration necessitated
a bigger and more immediate undertaking: a full ramp
replacement. Specifications included a new concrete
slab with reinforcing steel additions, slab waterproofing,
and new asphalt topping with embedded electrical snow
melting heating cables.

Implementing the Solution: Full Ramp Replacement
Embassy Suites’ single-level garage is located below the
building and provides parking for 48 cars. Since the ramp
is the only vehicular entrance to the garage, all cars had
to be removed for one month during demolition. Complementary parking was provided at a hockey arena across
the street.
Upon removal of the ramp, it was discovered that the existing reinforcing steel was inadequate, so new bars were
added and concrete was poured. After receiving successful concrete strength test results the garage was

p Do your research: If owners choose to close the ramp
entirely, they will need to coordinate parking offsite or provide
tenants with parking passes.
The other option is to complete
the ramp replacement in halves,
keeping one side open while the
other is replaced. Although this
may seem like a viable solution
on the surface, it will prolong
construction, increase the
project cost, and may also cause
traffic-flow issues.

p Think big picture: While the
ramp may be of immediate
concern, simultaneously tackling associated projects, such as
trench drain and expansion joint
replacement, will save time and,
potentially, higher capital costs
in the future.

p Keep the lines of communication open: The Property Manager will need to be in regular
communication with several
stakeholders - the consultant
to specify the work, the city
for parking arrangements, the
contractor for access and dayto-day needs, and, of course,
residents and other occupants
to keep them informed about
the project.
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Technnical

temporarily reopened for three weeks
while the concrete continued to cure. The
final stage of construction involved closing
the ramp a second time for one week while
the heating cables, waterproofing and asphalt
were installed. Unlike concrete, asphalt does
not require curing time, so residents were
able to access the ramp the day after the
asphalt was installed.

Results: Peace of Mind 			
for the Next 20 Years

Newly installed heating cables

Embarking on a ramp replacement can be
intimidating due to the anticipated inconveniences, including ramp closure, noisy demolition and the cost (approximately $150,000
in this case). However, these are small prices
to pay when faced with the threat of compromised resident safety.
Left in place, the structurally unsound garage
ramp would have continued to deteriorate as
more water leaked in. The water damage may
have caused the concrete to “spall” or crumble, risking injury to occupants and damage
to their vehicles. Instead, Embassy Suites now
has a new and improved garage ramp with a
snow melting system that should last for up
to 20 years with proper maintenance. That’s
a very worthwhile investment in the future of
the building.
David Heska, P.Eng. is a Professional Engineer and Project Manager with
Halsall’s Building Repair & Renewal team. A member of the International
Concrete Repair Institute, he has been involved in the evaluation, design
and repair of condominiums for the past seven years.

Finished ramp replacement project

Chris Moning, B.A.Sc., is a Project Associate with Halsall’s Building Repair
& Renewal team. Over the past three years, he has been worked on a
variety of parking garage, roofing and cladding projects.

Facebook Fan Page:
Canadian Condominium Institute
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Follow us on Twitter @CCIGHC

NEW MEMBER PROFILES
Cloudwifi
Cloudwifi is Golden Horseshoe’s Bulk Internet Company and we are
redefining the way condominiums get online. Our unique highspeed Internet solutions for MDUs help owners and residents save
up to 70% on their monthly internet bills while also increasing
property and rental values. Cloudwifi’s buildings and residents
get an experience like no other, with blazing fast and unlimited
Internet plus TV and phone offerings!
No more connecting to the Internet with outdated cable or
phone lines, as Cloudwifi retrofits a building to today’s new
condo standards without any cost to the corporation. This
involves bringing fibre optic Internet to the property and
then delivering a fast, secure, and unlimited Internet
connection to every unit over high-speed Ethernet
wires. In addition, common areas will be equipped
with Wi-Fi hotspots so residents can go anywhere
on the property and still be connected!

Onyx-Fire Protection Services is
one of the largest, privately owned
fire protection companies in Canada,
providing complete installation and
service of fire protection equipment for
institutional, commercial, industrial and
residential facilities. Onyx-Fire Protection
is positioned in the Southern Ontario
marketplace as the most resourceful, organized
and efficient fire protection firm, with excellence
in customer satisfaction.

Since 1988, we have committed ourselves to the
preservation of life and property through the design,
installation, maintenance and service of fire protection
systems. Our experience and unparalleled knowledge
of the fire protection industry enables us to offer top
quality, professional service with reasonable pricing to all
of our clients – all with 24 hour on-call service, seven days
a week.

As part of the Golden Horseshoe CCI, we hope to partner with
your company and corporations to provide the best quality of
service and technical knowledge in the industry. As many of our
technicians and service professionals live within the area that the
Golden Horseshoe CCI represents, we are happy to offer the best
response time for emergency service within the Golden Horseshoe
and South Western Ontario.

We are thrilled to be joining CCI-GHC so that
we can learn from, share with, and meet each
of you at upcoming chapter events. We
also look forward to becoming a trusted
advisor for the chapter and we would
be happy to lend an industry expert for
Onyx-Fire Protection Service is a dynamic and fully comprehensive fire
one of your meetings – if your condo
protection company, which is capable of offering you the convenience
or company could benefit from an
of having a single firm handle all of your Fire Safety and Fire Protection
educational discussion or Q&A on bulk
requirements. We perform residential, commercial and industrial
internet, common element Wi-Fi,
installations, repairs and service at thousands of locations across Ontario.
telecommunications technologies
Our experience and unparalleled knowledge of the fire protection industry
and retrofits, or the future of
enables us to offer top quality, professional service with reasonable pricing to
internet, phone, and TV, don’t
our clients and provide a safe and manageable work environment.
hesitate to ask!
At Onyx-Fire Protection Services, our Sales and Service departments continually
Contact Gary Kenning to find
work to ensure full communication, certification compliance, and your total
out if Cloudwifi’s services
satisfaction. Our office environment is open and always available, without voice
can be delivered to your
mail or long delays. We boast the most efficient and effective paper-trail and follow
condominium.
Ask
up systems available. We are accountable and responsible in ensuring properties that
about the new $10
we service are efficiently and effectively supported.
internet-as-an-amenity
service exclusively for
We welcome the opportunity to partner with you to meet all of your fire protection needs!
qualifying CCI-GHC
www.Onyx-Fire.com
condos.
Chris Dewar, Sales Representative
Gary.Kenning@
CDewar@Onyx-Fire.com
Cloudwifi.ca or
289 683 4336
519.957.1942
x234.

Onyx-Fire Protection Services
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• Water Penetration
Assessment
• Reserve Fund Studies
• Performance Audits
• Building Envelope/
Structural Engineering:
- Wall Cladding
- Windows
- Rooﬁng
- Balconies
- Parking Garages
• Remedial Design
• Tendering/Bid Analysis
• Contract Administration

(905) 632-5206
Toll Free 877-313-9862

www.cbcengineers.com

Coulter Building Consultants Ltd.

Consulting Engineering
Services to
Condominium
Corporations

Shabri Properties Limited
P.O. Box 877
87 Lake Street
St. Catharines, Ont.
L2R 6Z4
Telephone: 905-684-6333
Fax: 905-684-9544
Email: shabri@niagara.com

I n s u ran c e t hat g ives you p eace of mind .

The value and protection your unit owners deserve.
Call for a free info package for your building.
1.877.627.6222 • www.condogold.ca
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Brian W. McKeown
R.C.M., ACCI

registration
Form

2015
level 200 course

Condominium Course
October 17 and 24, 2015 / 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (Registrations opens at 8 a.m.)
Garden Inn, Burlington / 975 & 985 Syscon Rd., Burlington, in the Labatt Room

October 24 and 31, 2015 / 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (Registrations opens at 8 a.m.)
Bingeman’s Park, Kitchener / 424 Bingemans Centre Drive, Kitchener
The course will benefit all attendees by explaining
concepts that will better enable them to manage their
condominium more effectively. The course will provide a
review of the Condominium Act, 1998.
This is a practical, hands-on course developed by the
Canadian Condominium Institute. It equips condominium
corporation directors and property managers with the
specialized management skills they need.
Included in the price:

topics covErEd:*
Introduction & L100 Review, Corporation Documents; Director’s Role, Property
Management, Meetings; Insurance & Risk, Physical Building Management;
Maintenance & Repairs, Changes To Common Elements, Enforcement, Mediation,
Landlords; Common Expense Fee Collection - Liens, Audits - Sec 115, Taxes &
Borrowing, Reserve Fund Studies, Plans and Performance Audits, Investment Plans,
Status Certificates, Corporate Records And Privacy, Other Laws, TARION, Condo
Commandos - Dealing With Difficult People , Ask The Experts - Q&A Session
*GHC reserves the right to change topics and speakers at any time.

One name per form.

Please make copies for additional registrants. Send your forms via:

maIl GHCCCI, 920 Brant St, Suite #23, Burlington, ON L7R 4J1

• 14 hours of instruction by knowledgeable experts in the
condominium profession

or Fax 1-866-320-5361
or emaIl admin@cci-ghc.ca
or reGIster OnlIne at www.cci-ghc.ca

• A binder containing the course materials for future reference
• The Condominium Act, 1998
• Continental breakfast
• Lunch and refreshments at the breaks (if you have dietary
requirements please advise in advance)
• Certificate of Achievement - attendance on both days is required.
• 14 MCE Credits for RECO (real estate professionals)

Early Bird pricing

sUBtOtal

$175

Register by September 15, 2015

• 28 CE Points for RCMs

regular pricing

$200

For more information on any of our courses, go to www.cci-ghc.ca

non-Members

$350

+ 13% HST

tOtal

Name
oNly oNe Name per form.

please copy for additioNal Names.

please print full Name.

company / condo:
Billing address:

city:

telephone:
paid $
card Number:
cardholder

postal code:

email:
cheque

Visa

mastercard
expiry (mm/yy):

cVs:

signature

cardholder will pay to the issuer of the charge card herewith the amount stated herein in accordance with the issuer’s agreement with the cardholder.

The CCI and its Chapters respect your privacy and are committed to protecting it. For more information reference our policy at www.cci-ghc.ca

HST# 873960462
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RED CARPET CARE MEANS NO CORNERS CUT AND NO
EFFORT SPAREDIN THE MAINTENANCE OF YOUR CONDO
PROPERTY. IT’S CORNER-TO-CORNER CARE, EVERY TIME.

gelderman.com/condos 1.800.667.0644

MARIA DESFORGES, RCM, ACCI
President

125 FOREST AVENUE
HAMILTON, ONTARIO L8N 1X7

THE ENFIELD GROUP INC.

Property Managers and Developers

with more than 75 years of....
condominiums
owning
commercial warehousing
managing
commercial buildings
parking garages
building
non-profit housing
adding value....
●
●
●
●
●

MEMBER CCI, ACMO, ONPHA, CHF, CPA

THE ENFIELD GROUP INC.
“ADDING VALUE AND PROFILE TO PROPERTIES DETAIL BY DETAIL”
Contact Greg Fraleigh, RCM
1 Hamilton St. S., P.O. Box 1120, Waterdown, Ontario L0R 2H0
Tel: 905-689-7341 Fax: 905-689-7452
Toll Free: 1-800-263-6952 Email: gfraleigh@enfield.net

www.enfield.net
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TEL: 905-527-5445 ext 302
TOLL FREE: 1-877-527-5445
FAX: 905-527-3633
maria@jwcondo.com
jandwcondo-management.com

Registration
Form

2015
LEVEL 300 COURSES

Insurance / Repairs
& Maintenance

Early Bird Pricing
Regular Pricing

$175

Saturday, September 26, 2015 / 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. (Registration at 8:30 a.m.)
Teatro Conference Centre / 121 Chisholm Drive, Milton, ON L9T 4A6

Non Members

$250

Early Bird Pricing

$100

$100

Register by September 1, 2015

Mediation &
Dispute Resolution

Register by November 1, 2015

Saturday, November 21, 2015 / 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. (Registration at 8:30 a.m.)
Teatro Conference Centre / 121 Chisholm Drive, Milton, ON L9T 4A6

Regular Pricing

$175

Non Members

$250

All Courses include Full Breakfast & Seminar. Please advise of any dietary restrictions.
For more information on any of our courses, go to www.cci-ghc.ca

LIMITED SEATING, PRE-REGISTRATION IS REQUIRED

SUBTOTAL

One name per form. Please make copies for additional registrants. Send your forms by:

MAIL GHCCCI, 920 Brant St, Suite #23, Burlington, ON L7R 4J1,
FAX 1-866-320-5361, or EMAIL admin@cci-ghc.ca, or
REGISTER ONLINE at www.cci-ghc.ca

+ 13% HST

TOTAL

Name
ONLY ONE NAME PER FORM.

PLEASE COPY FOR ADDITIONAL NAMES.

PLEASE PRINT FULL NAME.

Company / Condo:
Billling Address:

City:

Telephone:
Paid $
Card Number:
Cardholder

Postal Code:

Email:

n Cheque

n

Visa

n

MasterCard
Expiry (mm/yy):

CVS:

Signature

Cardholder will pay to the issuer of the charge card herewith the amount stated herein in accordance with the issuer’s agreement with the cardholder.

The CCI and its Chapters respect your privacy and are committed to protecting it. For more information reference our policy at www.cci-ghc.ca

HST# 873960462
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adding value to numbers
894 Golf Links Road
Ancaster, Ontario L9K 1J8

Tony P. Gatto, CA
President

t: 905.648.0098 ext. 223
f: 905.648.0303
e: tony@gatto.ca
toll free 1.888.648.0098

w w w . g a t t o . c a

Exceptional
Legal Practice

Exceptional
Legal Team

Exceptional
Legal Resources

Comprehensive,
experienced and
in-depth advice and
assistance in selected
areas of law:

A stellar team of highly
competent and caring
legal counsel providing
client-centred service
anywhere in Ontario:

A selection of practice
tools and information
resources to assist
clients navigating a
sometimes complex and
tricky legal landscape,
including:

Condominium
Management Law

Michael Clifton
Mark Kok

Land Development
Law
Corporate &
Commercial Law

Xiaowen
(Jennifer) Li
Jessica Spataro

www.cklegal.ca
Condopædia
About Condo
memoranda &
articles

12 Northumberland St., Ayr, Ontario N0B 1E0
Phone 519-632-9755 | Facsimile 519-632-8031 | General Email: info@cklegal.ca
Members:
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PROFESSIONAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
CONDOMINIUM EXPERTS
“YOUR PROPERTY IS OUR PRIORITY”
COMPLETE COMPREHENSIVE
MANAGEMENT SERVICE
WE PROFESSIONALLY MANAGE CONDOMINIUMS,
INDUSTRIAL/COMMERCIAL, TOWNHOUSES, NEW
CONDOMINIUM DEVELOPMENT, CONDOMINIUM
FINANCIAL PACKAGES
SERVING HALTON, HAMILTON,
PEEL & NIAGARA DISTRICTS
33 King Street East, Suite 9, Dundas, Ontario L9H 1B7
905-544-0077 • 1-866-544-0077
Email: precision@cogeco.net • Visit our website at: www.pmsinc.ca

Advertiser
Index
Without you, this publication would not be possible!

Acorn Waste Services

22

Armourco

34

Atrens-Counsel Insurance Brokers Inc.

44

Beacon Pest Control

8

Beaudry Group, The

48

Brown & Beattie Building
Science Engineering

46

Cannon Greco Management Ltd

44

Carma Industries Inc.

18

Chown Property Management Inc.

20

Clifton Kok LLP Legal Counsel

48

Coulter Building Consultants Ltd.

44

Cowan Insurance Group
Elia Associates
Enerplan Building Consultants

cci national news
Up until recently, each member received one copy of CCI
National’s quarterly magazine. Now, everyone can access and
read it online! Please follow this link to read about events,
awards, Committee updates, Chapter updates and the popular
“Legal Cases Across Canada” column.

8
56
8

Enfield Group Inc., The

46

Environmental Design Group Ltd.

20

Forestell Designed Landscapes

34

Garden Grove Landscaping

www.cci-ghc.ca/news/cci-national-news/

2

Garden Grove Landscaping

22

Gelderman Landscaping

46

J&W Condominium Management Ltd.

46

Larlyn Property Management Ltd.

22

LCM Property Services

48

Mediate.ca

20

MF Property Management Ltd.

34

Morrison Hershfield

20

Precision Management Services Inc.

48

Priority Submetering

14

Property Management Guild Inc.

55

Shabri Properties Limited

44

SimpsonWigle LAW LLP

3

SmithValeriote Law Firm LLP

4

Tag Management

8

Tony P. Gatto Professional Corporation

48

Wilson Blanchard Management Inc.

26
your condo connection
...to professionals
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Directory

Professional &
Accounting Services

Beckett Lowden Read, LLP
905-333-5066
Shari Stolpmann
shari@blrca.ca
Clarke, Starke & Diegel LLP
Wayne Haves
519-579-5520
wayne@csdca.com
RLB LLP
Mike Manera
mike@rlb.ca
Gwen Story
gwens@rlb.ca

519-822-9933
519-822-9933

Shalon Seebach
519-884-4445
shalon.seebach@rlb.ca
S.G. McLeod C.A.
Sandra McLeod
905-549-2056
mcleodsg@halisp.net
Tony P. Gatto Professional
Corporation
905-648-0098
Tony P. Gatto
tony@gatto.ca
YNC LLP
Sarah Cabral
sarah@yncllp.ca

519-772-0125

Associations
CAI - Western NY Chapter
Frank Lysiak
716-713-8595
frank@caiwny.org

Builders
Stonecroft Corporation
Lindsay Leis
519-662-3622
propertymanager@schoutgroup.ca

Condominium Consultants
ARC INTERIOR DESIGN INC.
Amanda Cuffaro
289-680-7216
info@arcspaces.com
Condo Services Agency
Andrea Silman
1-855-561-4589
condoservicesagency@gmail.com
GRG BUILDING CONSULTANTS INC.
Matt Duffy
1-800-383-8183
mduffy@grgbuilding.com
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J.W. Bezemer Services Corp.
Jim Bezemer, ACCI
905-304-9570
jbezemer@sympatico.ca

Edison Engineers
James Armstrong 1-866-397-2506
jarmstrong@edisonengineers.ca

NICHE FOR DESIGN INC.
905-379-0792
Erika MacKay
info@nichefordesign.com

Enerplan Building Consultants
Martin Bonomo 905-318-5988 x106
martin@enerplan.ca

sandler training,
elite training performances inc.
Andrew Wall
905-864-9915
andrewwall@sandler.com

First Condo Group Limited
Scott Fischer
905-791-9500
info@firstcondo.ca

Emergency/Disaster
Restoration
first on site restoration
Kristen McCutcheon 877-778-6731
kmcctcheon@firstonssite.ca
Hudson Restoration Inc.
Steve Hudson
905-634-6855
steve@hudsonrestoration.com
Service Master of Oakville
Disaster Restoration
905-847-0995
Bill Calhoun
claims@svmoakvilledr.com
WINMAR GUELPH
Paul Schmidt
guelph@winmar.ca

519-826-0000

Engineering and Reserve
Fund Services

GRG Building Consultants Inc.
Matt Duffy
800-383-8183
mduffy@grgbuilding.com
Halsall Associates
Robin Klem
905-681-8481
rklem@halsall.com
Inspec-Sol Inc.
James Rammos 905-712-4771 x275
jrammos@inspecsol.com
Morrison Hershfield Limited
Dan Martis
905-319-6668 x1215
dmartis@morrsionhershfield.com
MTE Consultants Inc.
Greg Eller
519-242-5587
geller@mte85.com
Pinchin Ltd.
Laurie Hebblethwaite 289-776-7445
lhebblethwaite@pinchin.com

Belanger engineering.
Paul Belanger
905-795-9997
info@belangerengineering.ca

Pretium Anderson Building
Engineers
Dave Moore
905-333-6550
dave.moore@pretiumanderson.com

Brown & Beattie Ltd.
Tim Beattie
905-737-0111
beattie@brownbeattie.com

Remy Consulting Engineers Ltds.
Donald Cooper
905-794-2911
don@remyeng.com

Caliburn Engineering Inc.
Chris Williston
519-856-9093
chris@caliburnengineering.com

rikos engineering ltd.
Wolfgang Osada
416-410-3815
wolfgang@rikos.com

CCI Group Inc.
Jon Juffs
905-856-5200
jon.j@ccigroupinc.ca

WSP Canada Inc.
Trevor Gonsalves
519-827-1453
trevor.gonsalves@wspgroup.com

Coulter Building Consultants Ltd.
Bob Vertatschitsch
905-632-5206
bvert@cbcengineers.com
Kim Coulter, ACCI, FCCI 905-632-5206
kcoulter@cbcengineers.com
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Financial Services
BDO Dunwoody
Mike Vriend
mvriend@bdo.ca

905-639-9500

Directory

Sponsor Directory
Canaccord genuity
wealth management
Tarek El Refaie
416-867-6136
Tarek.Elrefaie@canaccord.com
cibc
Stephen Palmer
800-263-0914
stephen.palmer@cibc.ca
cirrius finance corporation
W. Ramon Forgiel
905-334-4248
ramon@condocorploan.com
cit financial ltd.
905-633-3221
Ryan Griffiths
ryan.griffiths@cit.com
Maxium financial services inc.
Pierre Sauvé
226-476-1371
pierres@maxium.net
Meridian Credit Union
Gillian Cuthbert 519-822-9734x6114
gillian.cuthbert@meridiancu.ca

PROTECTION SERVICES
A.P.I. Alarm inc.
Angela Salewsky
647-465-7586
angela.salewsky@apialarm.com
ONYX FIRE PROTECTION SERVICES INC.
Chris Dewar
289-683-4336
cdewar@onyx-fire.com

Insurance and Reserve
Fund Services

Landscaping & Tree Services

Legal Services

Allgreen Tree Service Inc.
Mike Hayes
519-669-0857
allgreentree@bellnet.ca

aird & berlis llp
Denise Lash
416-865-4147
dlash@airdberlis.com

Angus Inground Sprinkler
Company Inc.
William MacDonald 905-544-3631
billmacdonald@angusirrigation.org

Boddy L. Ryerson LLP
Wendy L. Newton
519-753-8417
wnewton@boddy-ryerson.com

bosma landscape service
Geoff Fillingham
905-963-1450
geoff@bosmalandscape.com
Danasy Landscaping &
Maintenance
Gregg Vandenburg
905-692-9624
gregg@danasylandscaping.com
Enviromental Design Landscape
Contractors
Anthony Torenvuet 905-689-5373
tony@envirodesign.on.ca
Forestell Designed Landscapes
Kevin Forestell
519-362-1194
info@forestell.com
Garden Grove Landscaping Inc.
Paul Lammers
905-690-8000
info@gardengrovelandscaping.com
Gelderman Landscape services
Roy Hummel
905-689-5433
rhummel@gelderman.com

Brown Law Office
Andrew R. Brown
905-297-5614
andrew@brownlegal.ca
Clifton Kok LLP Legal Counsel	
Michael H. Clifton, ACCI 519-632-9755 x300
mclifton@cklegal.ca
Cohen Highley LLP
Laura McKeen
519-672-9330
mckeen@cohenhighley.com
Elia Associates
Patricia Elia
905-855-0400 x802
patricia@elia.org
Richard A. Elia, ACCI 905-855-0400 x801
richard@elia.org
Antoni Casalinuova 416-446-0800 x808
acasalinuovao@elia.org
Ashley Winberg 416-946-0800 x811
awinberg@elia.org
Gardiner Miller Arnold LLP
Christopher J. Jaglowitz, ACCI 416-363-2614
chris.jaglowitz@gmalaw.ca

Nathan Helder
800-667-0644
nhelder@gelderman.com

Andrea Lusk
416-363-2614
andrea.krywonis@gmalaw.ca

J.J. Molnar Realty Advisors Inc.
John J. Molnar
905-777-9300
jjmolnar@bellnet.ca

green thumb landscaping
Todd Rainey
905-335-0752
todd@greenthumb.ca

miller thomson llp
Kyle G. Hampson
519-780-4635
khampson@millerthomson.com

Insurance Services

Nu Image Lawn Care Inc.
Michael Seager
519-836-0044
carolyn@nuimageinc.ca

nelson armaral - barrister and
solicitor
Nelson Armaral
519-745-2229
nelson@nelsonamaral.com

Atrens-Counsel Insurance
Brokers Inc.
Mark Shedden
905-567-6222
info@atrens-counsel.com
Cowan Insurance Group Ltd.
David Outa
519-650-6360
david.outa@cowangroup.ca
Stevenson & Hunt Insurance
Brokers Ltd.
Sam Knack
519-740-7500 x2628
sam.knack@sthunt.com

safe tree professional tree care
Ivan Fredette
905-658-1495
ivan@safetree.ca
The Beaudry Group
Gilles Beaudry
905-639-6502
mail@BeaudryGroup.com

pallett valo llp
Steven Pordage
905-273-3022
spordage@pallettvalo.com
Robson Carpenter LLP
Solicitors
Craig Robson, ACCI, FCCI 519-632-1327
crobson@rcllp. ca
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Directory

Professional and
Brantford Aluminium
Gerry Rominger
877-635-3200
grominger@brantfordaluminum.com

T. Weber Co. Ltd.
Robin Near
robin@tweber.ca

ENR Roofing Inc.
Robert Virga
905-643-9744
enrroofing1@bell.net

Wellington Plumbing & Heating Ltd.
George Elgersma
519-821-4130
george@wellington-plumbing-hvac.com

Fortress Waterproofing &
Foundation Repair
Ron Bucton
905-525-4111
ron@fortresswp.com

Mediator and
Arbitrators

905-528-8411
K.C. Wysynski
wysynskik@simpsonwigle.com

Great Northern Insulation
Services Ltd.
Dave Chatterton
519-537-5873
dchatterton@gni.ca

Colm brannigan Mediation and
Arbitration Services
Colm Brannigan
877-440-9882
colm@mediate.ca

Smith Valeriote Law Firm LLP
519-837-2100
Robert Dowhan
rdowhan@smithvaleriote.com

huber window cleaning
Jason Huber
519-836-2000
office@huberwindowcleaning.com

Elia Associates
Marc Bhalla
905-855-0400 x811
mbhalla@elia.org

Legal Services (continued)
Simpson Wigle Law LLP
Tim Bullock
905-528-8411
bullockt@simpsonwigle.com
905-528-8411
Maria Durdan, ACCI
durdanm@simpsonwigle.com
B. Chris Langlotz
905-528-8411
langlotzc@simpsonwigle.com
Erik Savas
905-528-8411 x352
savase@simpsonwigle.com

Michelle Dwyer
1-800-746-0685
mdwyer@smithvaleriote.com
Erica Gerstheimer
519-837-2100
egerstheimer@smithvaleriote.com
Robert M. Mullin, ACCI 519-837-2100
rmullin@smithvaleriote.com
Kevin Thompson 1-800-746-0685 x315
kthompson@smithvaleriote.com
Sutherland kelly llp
Michelle Kelly, ACCI 519-265-6755
michelle@sutherlandkelly.com
Stephanie Sutherland 519-265-6755
stephanie@sutherlandkelly.com
Vorvis, Anderson, Fray,
Armstrong LLP
S. Jane F. Armstrong 519-824-7400
jane@vaga.ca

Maintenance and
Restoration
Addaline Ashphalt Maintenance
Rod Campbell
888-355-5750
rod@addaline.ca
armourco solutions inc.
Richard Lyons
905-637-7999
richard@armourco.com
Atlas-Apex Roofing Inc.
Bryce McCandless
519-894-4422
bmccandless@atlas-apex.com
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Kenmar Incorporated
Paul Kendrick
519-571-0123
info@kenmarsiding.com
lcm property services inc.
Christine Merswolke 519-573-7619
christine@lcmpropertyservices.com
naylor group		
John Little
905-338-8000 x265
jlittle@ngi.ca
OME Interiors		
Glen Gregory
905-518-1750
omeinteriors@gmail.com

519-745-2051

Other Services
AIRON HVAC Service Ltd
Richard Gorka
905-331-6555
rickg@aironcontrol.com
Beacon pest control services	
Jeff Butters
855-676-6873
jeff@beaconpest.ca
Brady & Seidner Associates Ltd.
Joe Longarini
416-661-1981
joe@bradyandseidner.com

Phil Groves Sewer 911
Phil Groves
905-662-5852
services@philgroves.com

Carma Industries Inc.
Shannon Williams
888-298-3336
info@carmaindustries.com

Practica Ltd.
Esther Strubin
esther@practica.ca

Clean Cut Energy Corporation
Mike Kazmaier
226-780-0284
mkazmaier@cleancutenergy.ca

519-624-9001

Scandia Glazing Systems Ltd.
George Huppunen
905-892-3019
sales@scandiaglazing.com
Solucore elevator solutions
Karen Pattison
647-621-2218
k.pattison@solucore.com
Sparklewash Mobile Wash
Dave Trefethen
905-681-7688
dave.sparklewash@cogeco.ca
Trade-Mark Industries
Pam Smuts, RCM
519-650-7444
psmuts@trade-markind.com
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Heritage Household and
Janitorial Services	
Fran Cheyne
905-648-1510
heritage@hservices.ca
Lumon North America Inc.
Virpi Mujunen
855-458-3020
virpi.mujunen@lumon.com
Property Power Corp.
Mike Bromstein
888-690-5743
mb@propowercorp.com

Directory

Sponsor Directory
Property Management
Services
Arthex Property Management
Georgio Kosmidis 905-340-0622
info@arthex.ca
Camrose Property Management
Camille Faubert, RCM 519-745-3320
camrose.pm@rogers.com
Cannon Greco Management Ltd.
Peter Greco, RCM
905-687-6933
peter@cannongreco.ca
central erin Property
Management
Steven Peros
905-842-1429
info@centralerin.com
Tony Peros
905-842-1429
aperos@centralerin.com
Gabriela Schryver
416-526-0224
gabriela@centralerin.com
Chown Property Management Inc.
Don Chown, RCM, ACCI 905-685-9868
dchown@chownmanagement.ca
ComField Management Services Inc.
Anthony Irwin 416-640-6730 x108
anthonyi@cfdi.ca
First service residential
Todd Cooper
416-293-5900
todd.cooper@fsresidential.com
Freure Property Management Ltd.
Bill Kieswetter
519-578-7771
bkieswetter@freure.com
Gateway Property Management
Shelley Wittal
519-579-9057
swittal@gatewaypm.com
Inspirah Property Management
Robin Cowell, RCM
519-767-2060
rcowell@inspirah.com
J & W Condominium Management Ltd.
Maria Desforges, RCM, ACCI 905-527-5445
maria@jwcondo.com
Key Property Management &
Consultants Ltd.
John MacLeod, RCM 905-538-6220
jmacleod@keymanagement.ca

Larlyn Property Management Ltd.
Michael Holmes, RCM 905-333-0755
mrholmes@larlyn.com

Signature Property Management
William G. Robinson 905-845-0100
wgr@signaturepmc.com

Lee Management Solutions Inc.
Sean Wilde
226-791-7567
sean@leemanagementsolutions.ca

Speciality Property Mgmt
Gary Bard
905-304-5060

M.F. Property Management Ltd
Maria Finoro, RCM, ACCI, FCCI
519-824-4208 x223
mariaf@mfproperty.com
Sara Hicks, RCM 519-824-4208 x246
sarah@mfproperty.com
Carla Guthrie, RCM 519-824-4208 x222
carlag@mfproperty.com
Magnum Property Management &
Facility Solutions
Carmen McLean, RCM 519-624-8387
cmclean@magnumfs.com
Maple Ridge Community
Management Ltd.
Michael E. Le Page, RCM 905-218-6888
mlepage@mrcm.ca
Millcreek Management Inc.
Kevin Moule
519-621-6548
kevin@millcreekmanagement.ca
Precision Management Services Inc.
Pat Kummer
905-544-0077
precision@cogeco.net
Progress property management ltd.
Peter Bachraty
905-616-4551
peterb@progresspm.ca
Property Management Guild Inc.
Peter Webb, RCM, ACCI 905-575-3636
peter@pmguild.ca
Ruslarken & Associates Ltd.
Tina Kruitz
905-681-6777
ruslarken@cogeco.ca
Sanderson Management Inc.
Casey Beacock, RCM 519-742-3200
cbeacock@sandersonmanagement.com
Shabri Properties Ltd.
Brian W. McKeown, RCM, ACCI
905-684-633
brianm@shabriproperties.com

Tag – The Active Group
Trevor Maddern, RCM 905-333-5506
mail@tag-solutions.ca
The Enfield Group Inc.
Greg Fraleigh, RCM
905-689-7341
gfraleigh@enfield.net
Trevarren Property Management
Services Inc.
David Glithero
519-620-3177
trevarren@on.aibn.com
Weigel Property Management
Michelle Weigel
519-893-4411
info@weigelmanagement.com
Wilson Blanchard Management Inc.
Ray Wilson, RCM, ACCI, FCCI 		
		
905-540-8800
ray.wilson@wilsonblanchard.com
Karen Reynolds, RCM, ACCI, FCCI
		
905-540-8800
karen.reynolds@wilsonblanchard.com

Real Estate Services
Peak Realty Ltd., Brokerage
Trudy Lynne Smith
519-747-0231
trudy.peak@gmail.com
Re/Max Aboutowne Realty Corp.
Don Bassindale
905-334-6062
don@donbassindale.com
Re/Max Twin City Realty Inc.
Bonnie Bowman
519-841-4837
bonniebowman.homes@gmail.com
The Glass-Ashley Group
Julie Glass-Ashley
519-841-1924
julie@glassashley.com

Telecom Services
Cogeco Cable Canada Inc.
Elizabeth T. Crawley 289-337-7006
elizabeth.crawley@cogeco.com
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telecom Services (continued)
Rogers Cable Communications Inc.
Devon McDermott
519-894-8121
Devon.McDermott@rci.rogers.com

Waste Management
Services
Acorn Waste Services
Darren Strachan
519-763-8877
darren@acornwaste.ca
Miller Waste Solutions Group
Jason Tower
416-744-9183
jason@wastesolutions.ca
wasteco
Jeremy Walser
519-836-1610
jwalser@wastecogroup.com
Wilkinson Chutes
Doug King
866-535-0558
dougking@metrogroupcan.com
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What info should we provide to
an engineer to best assist him/
her with doing the Reserve Fund
Study? What types of questions
will they ask?
Typically the Reserve Fund Study engineer
will ask for the following standard
information:
Opening balance of the reserve fund for
the current fiscal year;
Current annual contribution;
Current average interest earned on the
reserve fund investments.
Additionally, they will likely want to know
what work has been done over the life
of the building or since the previous
Study, any upcoming work or problems
at the development and if anything has
changed substantially with the Corporation.
Other financial information such as if
the contribution has already been set for
the next fiscal year may also be useful if
approaching year end.

What do you base your numbers
on for projects?
The figures used in the Reserve Fund
Study are estimates, not quotes. These
estimates are based on similar scopes of
work at similar properties. When a project
is completed, that data is compared and
used to update the funding models. To get
a quote for every item in the Reserve Fund
Study would be both time consuming and
cost prohibitive. The Study is updated at
least once every three years so revisions
can be made to the estimates as required.

Do we need a Class 1, 2 or 3
Study?
While explained in the Condominium Act
(1998), the different Classes of Study can
be confusing. Typically, a Class 1 Study is
only required during the first year after
construction, when the Reserve Fund
contribution is established and analysed
for the first time. Going forward, the
Corporation will update the Study by way
of a Class 2 Study (which includes a site
review) or a Class 3 Study (with no site
review). Should the corporation decide to
switch engineering companies, the new
Study would like be labeled as a Class 1
or Class 2 assuming they do a site review
(which they should!). If your last Study was
a Class 3, then you need a Class 2. If your
last Study was a Class 1 or 2, then you need
a Class 3.
We would like to thank Chris Willison, President
at Caliburn Engineering, for the answers to these
questions.
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Setting Higher
Standards for Property
Management
Providing professional management
service for large and small condominiums,
high rise and townhouse sites.

Harvard Square, 801 Mohawk Rd. W., Suite 101, Hamilton, ON L9C 6C2

905.575.3636
Fax 905.575.0950 | Email pmg@bellnet.ca

www.propertymanagementguild.com
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